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A resurgence of clinical interest in the use of relax-

ation therapies is primarily attributable to the enhanced

efficacy of such procedures via an increasing emphasis

regarding their application to the natural environment. Two

efficient applied relaxation techniques employ similar use

of a presumably conditioned cue (subvocalized word for cue-

controlled relaxation and metronome for metronome-conditioned

relaxation) in order to facilitate maximum generalization of

treatment effects. Parallel research suggests that both

procedures are effective means of alleviating anxiety as well

as facilitating relaxation.

The present study directly contrasted the efficacy of

biofeedback-assisted cue-controlled relaxation, biofeedback-

assisted metronome-conditioned relaxation, and both procedures

combined via one physiological and one subjective measure of

relaxation under no-stress and stress conditions. Student

volunteers consisting of 15 males and 15 females were recruited

from two universities. Subjects were required to exceed an

EMG criterion of 6 mV during a 5-minute baseline session and

subsequent 20-minute pretraining session in self-directed



relaxation. Matched for sex, eligible subjects were randomly

assigned to one of the three relaxation groups.

The BFT 401 Feedback Myograph and the BFT 215 Time

Period Integrator (Bio-Feedback Technology, Inc.) were used

to measure muscle tension and provide feedback to subjects

during training. A miniaturized electronic metronome

("Pacemaster") was employed for the metronome-conditioned

relaxation group. Separate 20-minute segments from 2 28-

minute 16mm color films depicting traffic accidents were

presented in order to induce an increased level of anxiety

in the subjects during the pre- and posttraining stress

phases. An "Anxiety and Tension Thermometer" was utilized

to assess subjective anxiety of subjects after each pre-

training and posttraining phase.

All subjects were exposed to a 5-minute baseline session

followed immediately by 2 sequential 20-minute pretraining

sessions of self-directed relaxation under no stress and

stress respectively. They then received either one training

session of cue-controlled relaxation, metronome-conditioned

relaxation, or both procedures combined. Posttraining ses-

sions were identical to pretraining except that subjects

employed their respective relaxation technique learned during

training.

Results indicated no significant between-group differ-

ences or group-by-stress interactions on the mean EMG dependent

measure. Within-group pre- and posttraining analyses, however,



revealed the cue-controlled group as evidencing the only

significant mean EMG reduction although this effect was

limited to the no-stress condition. Pre- and posttraining

mean EIG baseline analyses were insignificant suggesting

that habituation effects did not account for the cue-control

within-group results.

Regarding the subjective measure, between-group analyses

showed the cue-control method to yield significantly lower

scores than either of the other groups while the latter were

not significantly different from each other. The group-by-

stress interaction was not significant. As with the EMG

measure, however, within-group pre- and posttraining analyses

demonstrated that the cue-controlled groups evidenced a signi-

ficant reduction in subjective anxiety only in the no-stress

condition.

This research suggests that cue-controlled relaxation is

significantly more effective in reducing both physiological

and subjective indices of anxiety than metronome-conditioned

relaxation or a combined procedure. These findings are

applicable, however, only under conditions of no stress. The

cue-controlled group results were discussed in terms of competing

cognitive explanations in lieu of a conditioning model re-

garding treatment efficacy and cost-efficiency vis a vis

systematic desensitization. An alternative "distraction"

hypothesis was suggested as being potentially responsible

for reported positive clinical outcomes employing metronome-

conditioned relaxation.
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CUE-CONTROLLED RELAXATION USING COVERTLY VERSUS

OVERTLY PRODUCED CUES UNDER STRESS AND

NO-STRESS CONDITIONS

Since Jacobson's (1938, 1939, 1940) progressive muscle

relaxation became clinically prominent (Wolpe, 1958), a

variety of techniques have been developed and employed in

order to facilitate relaxation including hypnosis (Barber &

Han, 1963; Paul, 1969d), autogenic training (Schultz &

Luthe, 1959, 1969), transcendental meditation (Wallace &

Benson, 1972; Weiner, 1976), yoga meditation (Elson, Hauri,

& Cunis, 1977), and biofeedback training (Budzynski, Stoyva,

& Adler, 1970; Raskin, Johnson, & Rondestvedt, 1973; Reinking

& Kohl, 1975). These methods of inducing relaxation have

been used to treat a variety of clinical problems ranging

from such physiologically dominant symptoms as essential

hypertension (patel, 1977) and tension headache (Budzynski,

Stoyva, Adler, & Mullaney, 1973; Cox, Freundlich, & Meyer,

1975; Jacobson, 1938, 1970) to the psychologically dominant

symptoms of anxiety neurosis (Canter, Kondo, & Knott, 1975;

Jacobson, 1938; Zeisset, 1968).

Despite the expovential rise in the variety of modes

of inducing relaxation, the one most often used in western

culture up to the present has been Jacobson's (1938) original

technique or some modified version. Progressive muscle

1
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relaxation came to be used most frequently, both clinically

and experimentally, as a prelude to systematic desensitization

(Paul, 1966a; Paul, 1969b, 1969c; Paul & S-annon, 1966; Wolpe,

1958). Relaxation per se, however, fell in disrepute as an

independent and viable therapy form as a result of research

showing its minimal contribution to the efficacy of desensi-

tization in reducing fear and its related symptoms (Aponte &

Aponte, 1971; Cooke, 1968; Davison, 1968; Johnson & Sechrest,

1968; Moore, 1965; Rachman, 1965, 1968; Rimm & Madeiros, 1970).

In contrast, other researchers investigating various parameters

of desensitization found more clinically significant fear

reductions following training in relaxation (Denney, 1974;

Freeling & Shembert, 1970; Laxer & Walker, 1970; Spiegler,

Liebert, McMains, & Fernandez, 1969). In addition, some

early studies showed that muscular relaxation had definite

physiological consequences, including decreases in heart

rate, blood pressure, and skin conductance (Jacobson, 1938;

Paul, 1969d), as well as the effect of inhibiting these auto-

nomic responses to stressful imagery (Paul, 1969a; Paul &

Trimble, 1970). However, in spite of these apparent thera-

peutic successes, many investigators noted that the effects

of relaxation procedures generalized minimally beyond the

immediate training session (Cooke, 1968; Lang, Lazovik, &

Reynolds, 1965; Rachman, 1965, 1968).

Eventually, problems inherent in the technique of

desensitization led investigators to seek alternative methods
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and variations for achieving the same clinical goals (Kostka &

Galassi, 1974; Paul, 1969c). Clinicians were often faced with

patients whose anxiety was controlled by excessive numbers of

stimuli which made desensitization time-consuming and laborious

at best. Paul (1969c), himself a prolific writer and researcher

on systematic desensitization, admits the difficulty of con-

structing hierarchies where the client presents problems

described as "panic" and "pervasive anxiety". He also con-

cedes "avoidant thinking patterns" may preclude successful

imagery on occasion. In addition, the presentation and timing

of hierarchy items sometimes proves difficult and awkward,

particularly in group settings, thus reducing the effectiveness

of the desensitization procedures (Cautela, 1969 and Suinn &

Richardson, 1971)for detailed criticisms of desensitization.

Hence, researchers became more preoccupied with deriving

techniques designed to treat any type of anxiety, irrespec-

tive of the precipitating or antecedent stimuli. Techniques

which would not only remove the maladaptive behavior present

in the individual when they came in for treatment, but would

also provide the client with a means of dealing with future

stimulus events which might precipitate anxiety.

The shortcomings of desensitization coupled with the

inconsistent findings regarding the efficacy of relaxation

as an active component impelled researchers to explore anew

the therapeutic parameters involved in relaxation training

proper. A viable reason for the inconsistent findings on
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relaxation training seems now quite possibly linked to the

way in which the training procedure was presented to in-

dividuals. Jacobson (1938), who originally derived the

progressive relaxation technique, strongly advocated the

application of relaxation to actual fear-provoking situa-

tions and even alloted time during therapy for clients to

discuss and formulate these attempted applications. It

seems that a fault of many paradigms investigating relaxa-

tion was that subjects were taught an anxiety reducing skill

which remained in their behavioral repertoire but was never

utilized. That is, individuals were taught how to relax but

not when.

As evidence from case reports and other anecdotal data

began to indicate that relaxation training could represent

an effective therapeutic procedure (Goldfried & Trier, 1974),

the key factor most conspicuously related to these outcome

successes appeared to be the application of the relaxation

techniques via a self-control strategy. The first direct

evidence to support these contentions came from Zeisset (1968)

who compared systematic desensitization and progressive relaxa-

tion-plus-application training (RPA) to attention-control and

no-treatment control procedures. The RPA patients (either

neurotic or functionally psychotic inpatients), received

?progressive relaxation training followed by illustration and

discussion of the use of relaxation in everyday activities, with

particular emphasis on stressful interpersonal situations"
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(Zeisset, 1968, p. 20). These patients were also given a self-

control rationale which was in itself to aid the patients in

reducing their anxiety, while this concept was not presented

to any other patients. Using interview anxiety as the targeted

fear, it was found that applied relaxation and desensitization

were equally and significantly superior to both control pro-

cedures on behavioral and self-report anxiety measures. The

author also noted that higher levels of self-reported anxiety

appeared to disrupt the efficacy of desensitization while

facilitating applied relaxation. The latter finding can

certainly be construed as another advantage of applied

relaxation techniques over desensitization in addition to

not being limited by the disadvantages of desensitization

detailed previously.

As opposed to having subjects utilize their relaxation

skills in the presence of external anxiety-evoking stimuli

such as an interview, Suinn and Richardson (1971) treated

students suffering from mathematics anxiety by having them

respond with relaxation or competency feelings to the

stimulus dimension of onset or increasing levels of anxiety

cues, where these cues were musculoskeletal or autonomic

responses associated with anxiety. The authors labeled

their form of applied relaxation Anxiety Management Training

(AMT) and compared it with desensitization and a no-treatment

control procedure. Though the AMT group received no separate

self-control rationale as was utilized by Zeisset (1968), the
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results showed significant reductions in subjective anxiety

for both treatment groups but not for the control group. On

the performance measure involving mathematical computations,

desensitization was significantly superior to the control

subjects while the AMT procedure resulted in near significant

improvement. Both treatment conditions, however, yielded

significant generalization effects as measured by decrements

on self-ratings of test anxiety.

In providing further empirical support for the efficacy

of relaxation as a self-management skill, Sherman and Plummer

(1973) trained student volunteers over a 6-week period using

a 5-stage relaxation program. The objective of the program

was to teach subjects to control the experience of tension

in all areas of the body, separately or in aggregate, by

"switching on" at will the opposing state of deep muscular

relaxation. Posttreatment assessments (self-ratings) suggested

that most subjects had acquired basic relaxation skills and

had employed them to personal advantage in stressful situations.

Relaxation subjects also exhibited significant improvement on

two of three general anxiety measures whereas 12 male and 12

female control subjects did not.

In keeping with the zeitgeist of increased self-control

in behavior therapy, Goldfried (1971) presented a mediational

model of desensitization which emphasized an actively therapeutic

role for relaxation training. In addition to recommending that

clients be presented with a self-control rationale as did
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Zeisset (1968), the author suggested that clients be taught

to cope with "proprioceptive anxiety responses and cues rather

than with situations which elicit the tension" (Goldfried, 1971,

p. 232), much as Suinn and Richardson (1971) had recommended

in their applied relaxation program. The latter modification

deemphasizes the importance of specific environmental situa-

tions, and thus anxiety hierarchies, which presumably elicit

the anxiety response and directs attention toward providing

clients with a more general skill for exercising greater self-

control in a variety of anxiety-provoking situations.

Goldfried pursued his interest in the effectiveness of

relaxation as an active coping skill in a more recent study

which compared the efficacy of a standard relaxation-only

procedure, an applied relaxation procedure, and a group dis-

cussion procedure in reducing speech anxiety (Goldfried &

Trier, 1974). While subjects in the standard relaxation

groups were told that the training procedures would have the

effect of automatically lowering their overall tension level,

those in the self-control condition were told they were learn-

ing an active coping skill. On a variety of behavioral and

self-report measures, within-group changes consistently

favored the self-control relaxation condition. These effects

were noted on speech anxiety measures as well as indicators

of anxiety in other types of situations. Though between group

comparisons on the above measures failed to yield significant

results, subjects in the self-control group indicated
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significantly greater satisfaction at follow-up assessment than

subjects in the standard group. These differences appeared

not readily explainable in terms of placebo factors, as the

demand characteristics of the two groups were found to be

equivalent.

Snyder (1974) similarly found that a "Relaxation as

Self-control" (RSC) procedure resulted in significantly

greater changes in test anxious subjects' positive perceptions

of their ability, including their ratings of the unpleasant-

ness of a test-taking experience, than a desensitization or

wait-control procedure. Snyder's RSC technique emphasized

"discrimination-relaxation-application training" and was

designed to equip persons with skills to manage or eliminate

anxiety wherever and whenever it occured. The results further

showed that RSC was equally effective as desensitization in

reducing debilitating test anxiety and in facilitating re-

sponsiveness to examination pressure. Though both techniques

decreased worry about tests and lowered anxiety in relation

to a laboratory examination, only RSC subjects demonstrated

significant decreases in general anxiety. Snyder's data, as

did Goldfried and Trier's (1974), suggests some added advant-

ages of an applied relaxation procedure over standard relaxa-

tion and desensitization. That is, both studies found positive

changes in subjects perceptions of their abilities as well as

reductions in non-targeted anxiety which were unnoted when the

application of relaxation was not an integral part of the

procedure.
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In response to Goldfried's (1971) proposed mediational

model of desensitization with its inherently more active role

for relaxation, Zenmore (1975) directly compared the efficacy

of both a standard desensitization procedure and a modified

version a' la Goldfried in reducing treated as well as untreated

fears. The modified version included the use of an active

coping skill rationale, emphasizing the use of relaxation to

actively cope with anxiety cues as they arose. Using students

fearful of both public speaking and testing situations, both

treatment methods produced significant reductions in the

treated and untreated fears, with the amount of anxiety re-

duction of the untreated fear practically equivalent to that

of the directly treated fear. Though the data did not suggest

that Goldfried's (1971) procedures are an improvement over

standard desensitization, they did support his contention

that desensitization provides the client with a general anxiety-

reducing skill. As to why the modified procedure was not

superior, Zenmore (1975) postulates that with added practice

at using the newly acquired skills in the application of

muscular relaxation, subjects in the modified condition may

have become more adept than those in the standard group. This

seems particularly relevant as Goldfried and Trier (1974) found

that subjects trained in a skill oriented relaxation program

continued to improve at follow-up 5 weeks after treatment

whereas those subjects in a standard relaxation condition did

not.
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In a more recent and well-controlled study which im-

proved on design problems in the Zeisset (1968) and Goldfried

and Trier (1974) investigations, Chang-Liang and Denney (1976)

treated high and low test anxious students with one of four

procedures: applied relaxation, systematic desensitization,

relaxation only, or no-treatment (control). Subjects in the

applied relaxation condition were given an active coping

skill rationale and encouraged to apply their skills in

stressful situations outside of therapy while relaxation only

subjects were given no such instructions. This procedure

was also used by Goldfried and Trier (1974), however, these

authors apparently confounded their results by adding

differential relaxation exercises to the therapy regimen of

the applied group and not doing likewise for their standard

relaxation subjects. Chang-Liang and Denney (1976), after

correcting this procedural error, found that applied relax-

ation was significantly more effective in reducing anxiety

than both relaxation only and no-treatment on two of three

general anxiety measures and two of three test anxiety

measures. While the applied relaxation subjects' scores on

general anxiety measures were never significantly lower than

those of desensitization subjects, the latter group failed

to demonstrate significance over the relaxation-only and

no-treatment subjects on the two general anxiety measures as

did the applied relaxation group. Moreover, desensitization

was never more effective than the other treatments on any
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measure while applied relaxation was significantly more

effective than desensitization on the performance measure

of test anxiety.

In view of Liebert and Morris's (1967) distinction

between the worry (cognitive) and emotionality (autonomic)

components of test anxiety, Chang-Liang and Denney (1976)

maintain that applied relaxation subjects may have practiced

a cognitive relaxational strategy during actual test taking

which facilitated attending to the task and thus resulted

in significant improvements in test taking performance.

Though desensitization has been consistently effective in

reducing emotionality regarding test anxiety (Wine, 1971),

its effectiveness in improving task performance remains

questionable. This seems particularly relevant as cognitive

concern over one's performance appears more negatively

related to both expectations and actual test performance

than one's autonomic reactions to examinations (Liebert &

Morris, 1967). Thus, the Chang-Liang and Denney (1976)

study suggests that applied relaxation techniques offer

yet another advantage over desensitization in significantly

reducing both the worry and emotional components of test

anxiety. In contrast, however, Snyder's (1974) research

indicated that both a "Relaxation as Self-Control" and

desensitization procedure significantly decreased the

"worry" component of test anxiety but neither were successful

in reducing emotionality.
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While Zeisset's (1968) data appeared to credit his

applied relaxation technique with being more advantageous

than desensitization in dealing with high levels of self-

reported anxiety, Chang-Liang and Denney's (1976) findings

disagree. At least with regard to high levels of self-

reported general anxiety, the latter authors found no

evidence that applied relaxation was a more effective

treatment than desensitization.

Cue-controlled Relaxation Employing a Covertly Produced Cue

The literature reviewed thus far suggests that relaxation

procedures which provide for the application of such tech-

niques to stressful situations in the natural environment are

somewhat more effective in reducing anxiety than procedures

that do not (i.e., standard relaxation training and standard

desensitization). Moreover, these procedures are not plagued

by difficulties inherent in desensitization (i.e., hierarchy

construction, the use of imagery, limited to specific anxiety-

evoking stimuli) which often prove self-limiting regarding

client applicability. In addition to facilitating general-

ization, some studies suggested that other positive attributes

of applied relaxation may lend further credence to the clinical

superiority of these procedures (i.e., may be more effective

with varying quantitative and qualitative anxiety dimensions).

While applied relaxation techniques appear to be

applicable to a wider range of client problems and possibly
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more effective than some "traditional" deconditioning or

relaxation therapies, most procedures involve a number of

detailed stages accompanied by close therapist supervision.

An alternative mode of applied relaxation which seems to

offer the advantages of those reviewed, while concomitantly

accenting brevity and simplicity, was first described by

Paul (1966b) as "conditioned relaxation" or, more recently,

cue-controlled relaxation (Russell & Sipich, 1973).

This technique typically involves two basic steps: (1)

training the subject in muscular relaxation per se, and (2)

repeatedly associating the relaxed state with either an

externally or an internally produced cue (Reeves & Mealiea,

1975). Relaxation training is usually induced with some

variant form of the standard progressive muscle relaxation

technique, but other methods (i.e., electromyogram LEMG]

biofeedback) have also been used in this context (Ewing, 1978;

Ewing & Hughes, 1978; Reeves & Mealiea, 1975). When an

internally (or covertly) produced cue is utilized, step two

involves repeated pairings of a subvocalized cue word or

phrase such as "relax" or "I am calm" with the relaxed

muscular state (Reeves & Mealiea, 1975). Most often, the

cue word is paired specifically with the completion of a

tense-relax cycle such as breath exhalation (Russell, Lent,

& Sipich, 1977; Russell & Sipich, 1973, 1974) although

other investigators have actually paired the cue word with

the tension reduction that accompanies releasing each muscle
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group (Deffenbacher, 1976; Deffenbacher & Payne, 1977;

Deffenbacher & Snyder, 1976).

The most widely accepted theoretical model regarding

the process of cue-controlled relaxation assumes that the

cue functions as a conditioned stimulus and thus elicits

or facilitates relaxation (Brady, 1973; Paul, 1966b; Russell

& Sipich, 1973). Meichenbaum (1973), however, presents an

alternative cognitive explanation based on convincing evi-

dence supporting his contention that an important component

in modifying neurotic behaviors is to alter the clients

maladaptive covert self-statements and replace them with

similar coping self-verbalizations (Reeves & Mealiea, 1975).

Thus, according to Meichenbaum's model, a covert cue such

as "relax" may function to replace neurotic sub-vocalized

responses rather than serve to elicit relaxation. Additional

explanations can be construed from the work of Goldfried

(1971) and others (Zenmore, 1975) who emphasize the thera-

peutic role of self-control in applied relaxation techniques.

From these authors' point of view, the efficacy of a self-

produced cue-word in inducing relaxation may stem from sev-

eral factors other than conditioning or cognitive replacement

properties. That is, the cue word may simply serve as a

precise reminder for subjects to employ the relaxation

response they have been taught which is likely made more

effective by the attributional processes accompanying a

self-produced cue (Goldfried, 1971). At present, which of
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these theoretical models, or some combination, is most

applicable to the functional components of cue-controlled

relaxation remains conjectural.

Despite a lack of theoretical clarity, data from

early case reports gave credence to the clinical efficacy

of utilizing covert self-produced verbal cues within

paradigms analagous to cue-controlled relaxation. In one

of the earliest studies, Cautela (1966) successfully treated

three cases of "pervasive anxiety" using a therapy package

consisting of four procedures which included "relaxation

therapy associated with a covert verbal response" (p.102).

While relaxed, Cautela had each clients emit to themselves

the phrase "I am calm and and relaxed" for a total of 310

trials over a 3-week period. Clients were encouraged to use

the phrase "I am calm" during subsequent desensitization

sessions and at any time day or night should they feel

themselves becoming tense.

Meichenbaum (1973) used a "stress innoculation"

technique to treat snake and rat phobics which was analogous

to the cue-controlled paradigm. The subjects were given

practice in controlling arousal by means of muscular relaxation

and slow deep breathing in addition to practice in rehearsing

self-instructions to cope with stress situations (i.e.,

"relax, I am in control, I can handle the situation" p.426).

The subjects also received an "innoculation to stress"

After having mastered the above coping procedures
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by practicing the cognitive self-instructions while ex-

periencing electric shock. Meichenbaum (1973) found this

procedure more effective than anxiety relief or desensiti-

zation (which included a criterion relevant hierarchy) in

producing significant improvement on behavioral approach

and self-report measure of fear to both phobic objects,

even though exposure to these stimuli was not implemented

during treatment.

Following these initial investigations, Russell and

his colleagues began to formalize their now widely used

cue-controlled relaxation procedure which they based on

the conditioning model described previously (Russell &

Sipich, 1973, 1974). After achieving total relaxation

using Bernstein and Borkovec's (1973) adaptation of pro-

gressive relaxation, clients are urged to focus their at-

tention on their own breathing as they subvocalize the cue

word "calm" or "relax" upon exhalation for 20 trials.

Following a 60-second interval during which clients are

isntructed to focus their attention on general sensations

of relaxation, 20 or more cue word/exhale pairings are

implemented. Russell and his colleagues typically repeat

this procedure on a weekly basis for 5 weeks with clients

giving 20 additional cue-word airings on their own each

night following relaxation practice. In addition, after

the fourth session clients are usually instructed to utilize

the exhale/cue-word strategy in progressively more anxiety

evoking situations in the natural environment.
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Using this procedure in their initial case report

involving a test anxious student, Russell and Sipich (1973)

found pronounced decreases in perceived physiological

arousal as measured by the Interpersonal Anxiety Scale,

as well as self-reports of successful test performances

at 1- and 10-week follow-up. In a subsequent case study

involving another test anxious subject, these authors re-

ported additional clinical evidence for the success of

cue-controlled relaxation (Russell & Sipich, 1974). Their

subject demonstrated large decreases in reported anxiety

on all four anxiety scales administered, in addition to

exhibiting marked improvement on performance measures as

well (i.e., two of three WAIS scales and gradepoint average).

In a more current series of case studies utilizing

the same clinical paradigm, Barrios (1977) assessed the

efficacy of cue-controlled relaxation in the reduction of

chronic nailbiting. His results showed that two adult clients

demonstrated substantial increases in nail-length at

post-treatment and at 3-month follow-up. In addition, self-

report estimates of the mean frequency per day of nailbiting

indicated sizeable decreases in habit occurrence.

In an effort to extend the applicability of their tech-

nique, Russell, Miller, and June (1974) assessed the efficacy

of group administered cue-controlled relaxation. They

treated nine test anxious subjects in two groups with the

procedures being virtually identical to those used in the

individual setting. Subjecting their results to statistical
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analysis for the first time, the authors found significant

pre- toposttreatment reductions on two of three anxiety

measures.

Russell and his associates more recently attempted

comparative outcome studies in an effort to assess the

relative effectiveness of cue-controlled relaxation and

desensitization. In their initial investigation, Russell,

Miller, and June (1975) treated test anxious students

with one of three experimental conditions: group cue-

controlled relaxation, group desensitization, or no

treatment. The results indicated both desensitization and

cue-controlled relaxation to be equally effective in sig-

nificantly reducing self-report anxiety on the two measures

most directly related to test anxiety. Neither treatment

technique, however, produced significant improvement on

measures of trait and speech anxiety respectively, or in

academic achievement as measured by gradepoint average.

In an extension of this study, Russell and Wise (1976)

compared the relative effectiveness of group desensitization

and group administered cue-controlled relaxation in the

treatment of speech anxiety while concomitantly examining

the role of professional versus paraprofessional therapists

in implementing the treatment programs. Using five dependent

measures of anxiety, both treatment techniques demonstrated

significant improvement compared to no treatment on the two

dependent variables directly assessing speech anxiety.
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While reductions in reported anxiety were observed on the

three general anxiety scales, desensitization and cue-

controlled relaxation did not show differential effectiveness

over no treatment. The authors also noted that under-

graduate paraprofessionals were as effective in producing

reductions in speech anxiety as were experienced pro-

fessionals for subjects in both treatment groups.

In a final comparative outcome study of this nature,

Russell, Wise, and Stratoudakis (1976) treated test anxious

students with either cue-controlled relaxation, desen-

sitization, or no treatment. Five self-report measures of

anxiety were used to assess the results (three for test

anxiety - two for state anxiety) in conjunction with be-

havioral indices of anxiety (i.e., subtests scales including

mathematics, digit span, block design, vocabulary, and

general information). The findings revealed significant

reductions in self-reported test anxiety on all three

measures for desensitization subjects while cue-control

subjects experienced significant declines on only two.

Cue-control subjects, however, exhibited significant

improvement on both measures of state anxiety while de-

sensitization subjects showed significant gains on only

one. This latter finding is particularly interesting in

light of the previously discussed possibility that applied

relaxation techniques may prove more effective than de-

sensitization in reducing the cognitive (worry) component
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of test anxiety. In the present study at least, utilizing

cue-controlled relaxation, this contention receives additional

support. In spite of significant improvements on self-report

measures, however, neither treatment group demonstrated sig-

nificant gains on the behavioral measures.

In an effort to assess the efficacy of cue-controlled

relaxation against the effects of a behaviorally inert treat-

ment with equivalent placebo value, Marchetti, McGlynn, and

Patterson (1977) exposed test anxious students to either cue-

controlled relaxation, "pseudotherapy", or no treatment. They

used the same self-report measures of anxiety as Russell and

associates (two measures directly assessing test anxiety-one

assessing speech anxiety) in addition to two psychophysiolog-

ical measures (i.e., heart rate and skin conductance). On the

self-report anxiety measures, cue-controlled relaxation

failed to exceed the effects produced by the placebo and no

treatment conditions. In fact, the "pseudotherapy" group

registered the only significant gains on one measure of test

anxiety when compared to the cue-control and no treatment

groups. For both psychophysiological indices of arousal,

results were again negative with cue-controlled relaxation

failing to exceed the effects of the other two conditions.

While Marchetti et al.'s (1977) format for cue-controlled

relaxation was similar to that used by Russell et al. (1975),

the former authors do point out some procedural departures

which make their negative results interpretable only within
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the boundaries of their experimental paradigm. In addition

to using an intercom mediated mode of presentation which is

likely less effective than "live" presentation as done by

Russell et al. (1975) (Paul& Trimble, 1970), Marchetti

et al. (1977) used a different relaxation package. That is,

they used Wolpe and Lazarus's (1966) relaxation transcript

where Russell et al. (1975) used Bernstein and Borkovec's

(1973) muscular relaxation package. Further, Marchetti et

al.'s (1977) placebo group could hardly be labeled "behavior-

ally inert". In addition to receiving two sessions of pro-

gressive relaxation as did cue-control subjects, the "placebo"

group was presented with relaxation instructions in remaining

sessions which were similar to those utilized successfully by

Paul (1966a). Finally, and most importantly, Marchetti et al.

(1977) conducted both their self-report and physiological

posttreatment anxiety-assessment procedures only 4 minutes

after subjects had begun taking an actual general psychology

test from a self-paced course in which they were enrolled.

One trial of 4 minutes duration hardly seems a sufficient

amount of time in which to judge the efficacy of any relaxa-

tion procedure. This seems particularly important as

Goldfried and Trier's (1974) data suggests that subjects in-

structed in applied relaxation techniwues continued to improve

at 5-week follow-up. In addition, subjects were likely ex-

periencing peak levels of anxiety after having completed only

4 minutes of a test designed to take approximately 20 minutes

to finish.
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In other comparative studies, several investigators have

conducted research examining the roles of progressive relaxa-

tion and EMG biofeedback in contributing to the efficacy of

cue-controlled relaxation. Cox, Freundlich, and Meyer (1975)

treated chronic tension headache clients with either EMG

biofeedback, progressive relaxation, or a placebo medication.

Cue-controlled relaxation was implemented following 30 minutes

of relaxation induction during each session for both of the

"active" treatment procedures. After eight 1-hour sessions

of training, the data indicated that EMG biofeedback and pro-

gressive relaxation, both supplemented by cue-controlled

relaxation procedures, were equally superior treatments to

medication placebo in reducing headache activity frontalis

EMG levels. These two techniques were also similarly effec-

tive in producing reductions of medication intake and ancillary

psychosomatic complaints.

Regarding the biofeedback subjects, the authors also

noted a low correlation (r = .42) between the reduction of

headache activity and decreases in frontalis EMG which

contrasted with Budzynski et al.'s (1973) finding of an r of

.90. Cox et al. (1975) point out several relevant procedural

differences between the two studies which may account for the

discrepent correlations.

First, Budzynski et al.'s (1973) EMG readings were taken

during feedback sessions whereas EMG data in the Cox et al.

(1975) study was recorded during two weeks of pretreatment and
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posttreatment when no feedback or training was offered.

Second, and more directly relevant to this review, though

Budznski et al. (1973) apparently urged clients to apply

their relaxation skills learned during feedback training,

Cox et al.'s (1975) procedure focused more intently on

application by augmenting biofeedback training with the

daily use of cue-controlled breathing. Thus, what Budzynski

et al. (1973) achieved in sixteen hours of treatment, Cox

et al. (1975) were able to obtain in eight hours through

increased focus on the application of relaxation via cue-

controlled relaxation training.

In a series of case studies, Ewing and Hughes (1978)

provided additional information regarding the roles of EMG

biofeedback and progressive relaxation in cue-controlled

relaxation procedures. These authors' data suggested that

EMG biofeedback is more effective than progressive relaxation

in establishing cue-controlled relaxation. Their subjects

were able to achieve lower and more stable EMG levels, even

when presented with aversive stimulation (i.e., a tone con-

ditioned with electric shock as well as electric shock per se),

when engaged in biofeedback-assisted as opposed to progressive

relaxation-assisted cue-controlled relaxation. Their research

also indicated that cue-controlled relaxation assisted by

Jacobsonian relaxation training is more effective in lowering

and maintaining stable EMG levels than progressive relaxation

alone. The authors, however, werequick to point out the
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speculative nature of their data due to the lack of control

for individual differences.

Regarding direct comparisons assessing the efficacy of

EMG biofeedback training alone versus biofeedback-assisted

cue-controlled relaxation, other research suggests that the

latter technique is significantly superior to the former.

Reeves and Mealiea (1975) treated three flight phobics with

either EMG biofeedback-assisted cue-controlled relaxation

or biofeedback training alone in treatment phase 2, with all

subjects receiving biofeedback-assisted cue-controlled relax-

ation training in phase 3. The subject receiving biofeedback-

assisted cue-controlled relaxation during phase 2 achieved a

greater reduction in frontalis EMG levels across five 20-minute

training sessions than two subjects who received biofeedback

training alone. Importantly, the latter two subjects were

ab]e to achieve similar EMG reductions only after initiating

cue-assisted training for an additional four treatment sessions

during phase 3.

In a more recent and well controlled outcome study,

Ewing (1978) assessed the comparative efficacy of three

relaxation procedures in reducing and maintaining lowered

frontalis EMG levels: (1) biofeedback-assisted cue-controlled

relaxation, (2) biofeedback training alone,or (3) relaxation

instructions only. After just one training session, the

results indicated that the cue-controlled relaxation pro-

cedure was significantly more effective than biofeedback or

relaxation instructions alone on both dependent measures:
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(1) the degree or level of attainment of low frontalis EMG

levels, and (2) the maintenance or duration of the relaxed

state (assessed against the EMG relaxation criterion) for

extended periods. Thus, inasmuch as frontalis EMG is a

reliable and valid index of relaxation, the present study,

as well as the Reeves and Mealiea (1975) data, indicate that

a biofeedback-assisted cue-controlled paradigm promotes

deeper levels of relaxation than biofeedback training alone.

While cue-controlled relaxation appears to merit acclaim

as an effective therapy modality in its own right, its

procedural simplicity additionally allows for the technique

to be implemented as an adjunct component within more complex

multi-modal treatment packages. In Cautela's (1966) early

presentation regarding successful treatment of several cases

of "pervasive anxiety", the author used a treatment method

which combined four procedures: (1) reassurance, (2) relax-

ation combined with implicit verbal behavior (analogous to

cue-controlled relaxation), (3) a modification of Wolpe's

desensitization technique, and (4) assertive training.

Daniels (1976) also reports on his success with the

sequential use of several techniques in treating individuals

with depressing thoughts, obsessive thinking, constant

negative rumination, or acute anxiety attacks. In three

1-hour treatment sessions, the author includes "thought

stopping, counting from 10 to 1, cue-controlled relaxation,

and an adaption of covert reinforcement, in that order"

(Daniels, 1976, p. 131).
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Daniels (1977) used a.similar therapy package in

treating a 38-year-old female with a chronic history of

migraine headaches. Within 5 weeks, and after three treat-

ment sessions, the combined use of deep muscle relaxation,

cue-controlled relaxation, hypnosis with hand warming, and

thoght stopping reportedly allowed the client to create a

calm, tranquil feeling at any time and location. The author

further noted that the client's headache episodes remitted

entirely along with her use of diazepam which persisted at

12-month follow-up.

While comparative outcome studies reviewed previously

suggested that systematic desensitization and cue-controlled

relaxation are relatively comparable in reducing anxiety

on a variety of measures (Russell, Miller, & June, 1975);

Russell & Wise, 1976; Russell, Wise, & Stratoudakis, 1976),

other researchers have incorporated the two techniques into

a unified treatment package in an effort to increase the

potential clinical efficacy of both procedures. Though

there exists some procedural variation among these case

studies, the cue-controlled relaxation procedure is generally

used to augument the efficacy of desensitization by allowing

clients to actively cope with anxiety, either in vivo or

through imagery, by subvocalizing the cue word whenever

anxiety becomes discriminable. While limited by a lack of

empirical control endemic to case studies, this combined

strategy proved effective in treating a number of fears
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including speach anxiety (Gurman, 1973), flight phobia

(Reeves & Mealiea, 1975), snake phobia (Russell & Matthews,

1975), and fears associated with driving a car (Russell,

Lent, & Sipich, 1977; Wellman, 1978).

Recently, in a more controlled comparative study,

Lent and Russell (1978) evaluated the relative effectiveness

of two multicomponent strategies in the treatment of test

anxiety: systematic desensitization in combination with a

study-skills course and a combines cue-controlled desensi-

tization/study skills program. Results showed that students

in both treatment subjects on self-report measures of test,

state, and trait anxiety as well as study habits. No

significant differences, however, were noted between the

treatment groups on any of the dependent measures. Com-

bining cue-controlled relaxation with desensitization

appears to afford clients with an active coping skill for

dealing with anxiety in general while concomitantly focusing

on reducing fears associated with specific anxiety-evoking

stimuli.

Finally, Deffenbacher and his associates (Deffenbacher,

1976; Deffenbacher & Snyder, 1976; Deffenbacher & Payne,

1977) have developed an intensive applied relaxation as

self-control program, which includes cue-controlled re-

laxation, that appears to offer the same advantages of

combining desensitization and cue-control techniques

(i.e.,serves as an effective treatment for focal anxieties
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while providing for the development of relaxation as a gen-

eralized coping skill). Their 4-step model for developing

relaxation includes the sequential administration of

discrimination training, relaxation training, application

training, and a guided practice phase. During discrimination

training, subjects are taught to become aware of and sen-

sitive to anxiety and associated response-produced cues,

especially physiological cues or states that covary with

tension. This step, which resembles Suinn and Richardson's

(1971) emphasis on internal states of arousal as opposed

to external anxiety cues, provides clients with physiological

signals for the application of relaxation, thus facilitating

generalization to a variety of stimulus situations. The

authors have utilized their program to successfully treat

test anxiety (Deffenbacher, 1976; Deffenbacher & Snyder,

1976) and communication apprehension (Deffenbacher & Payne,

1977) and have found their treatment effects generalizing

to nontargeted fears as well. The latter study indicated

that both a modified desensitization procedure, which also

included cue-controlled relaxation, and their relaxation as

self-control program were equally and significantly superior

to no treatment regarding targeted and non-targeted anxiety.

In summary, cue-controlled relaxation utilizing a

covertly produced verbal cue is a brief and simple mode of

applied relaxation which appears to be an effective treatment

for a number of fears and anxieties. The technique is not
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plagued by problems inherent in desensitization which limit

the latter's applicability. Further, cue-controlled relax-

ation appears to be at least as effective as desensitization

and may even provide the additional advantages of instilling

a positive set of self-control in the client, which in itself

may prove therpeutic, as well as maximizing generalization

to non-targeted fears and dealing more effectively with a

wider range of anxieties (i.e., "cognitive" as well as

"emotional" components; "high" and "low" levels of anxiety).

When assisted with biofeedback, the procedure also sig-

nificantly reduces physiological indices of anxiety more

effectively than biofeedback training alone. While one

study showed cue-controlled relaxation in a negative light,

procedural limitations suggest there data are not general-

izable to other cue-control paradigms. Finally, the technique's

simplicity allows for its ease of implementation into more

complex multimodal therapy programs thereby creating a

potentially more effective treatment package.

Cue-controlled Relaxation Employing An Overtly Produced Cue

Although most often cue-controlled relaxation incor-

porates the use of a covertly produced verbal cue, by

definition either a covert (internal) or an overt (external)

cue can be used (Reeves & Mealiea, 1975). Several researchers

have advocated the use of auditory or visual stimuli to

induce relaxation or serve as overt cues for initiating the
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relaxation response (Boggs, Fisher, & Flint, 1973; Patel, 1977;

Stoudenmire, 1975). Boggs et al. (1973) reported on the

successful use of a "pink noise generator designed to produce

a special class of white noise. After only 10 minutes of

exposure to the apparatus, 11 of 12 subjects (3 alcoholics,

2 schizophrenics, 4 psychologists, and 3 "normals") demon-

strated a significant decrease in galvanic skin response.

Stoudenmire (1975) found that three sessions of muscular

relaxation were no more effective than listening to

"relaxing" music over a comparable time period in achieving

significant reductions of state anxiety. In an effort to

enhance the facilitation of relaxation into the daily lives

of hypertensive patients, Patel (1977) asked subjects to

use red lights, ringing telephones, and door bells as cues

to check quickly for tension and relaxation. She even had

patients attach red disks to their watches to remind them

to relax whenever they checked the time.

Though these researchers all used overt cues to facilitate

relaxation, no attempt was made to pair the cues with a state

of relaxation and thus, theoretically at least, enhance their

relaxation evoking stimulus properties through the principles

of conditioning. Recently, however, a form of conditioned

relaxation utilizing an overt cue has been proposed which is

procedurally analogous to the cue-control paradigms employing

a covert cue (Brady, 1973). This particular technique springs

from the early work of Meyer and Mair (1963) and Brady (1971)
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who developed a miniaturized electronic metronome with which

to facilitate the generalization of speech fluency. These

researchers used the device (i.e., "Pacemaster") in their

clinical program for stutters called Metronome Conditioned

Speech Retraining (Berman & Brady, 1973). Although this

procedure was based on the principles of conditioning, it

did not include pairing of the metronome's rhythmic sound

with a relaxed state. Rather, clients were instructed to use

the miniaturized metronome as a speech aid in progressively

more anxiety-provoking situations in a hierarchical manner

similar to in vivo desensitization. Later, Brady (1973)

formally derived the Metronome-conditioned Relaxation technique.

Training in metronome-conditioned relaxation (MCR) con-

sists of two parts. Muscle groups are tensed and relaxed much

as is done in progressive relaxation training, Then more

general suggestions of relaxation are given while an auditory

metronome is beating at 60 per minute. The instructions to

relax the muscles of the body are paced with the metronome's

beats. "A rhythmic metronome of soft tone set at this rate

is inherently relaxing; its relaxation-inducing properties are

enhanced by pairing these auditory stimuli with the verbally-

induced relaxation. The notion is that in time the metronome's

beats will function as conditioned stimuli and elicit relaxa-

tion" (Brady, 1973, p. 729).

In an initial case study, Brady (1973) indicates using MCR

successfully to treat a patient with a 10 year history of

borborygmi (rumbling noises in the abdomen). After learning
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the MCR technique in only three sessions with the therapist

present, the patient was able to abort most episodes of

borborygmi by utilizing the miniaturized metronome when-

ever he felt tense in anticipation of an anxiety-evoking

social encounter. After 2 weeks of daily home reinforcing

sessions, episodes of borborgymi became less frequent until,

after 8 weeks, they were sufficiently infrequent, brief

and soft to concern the patient no longer. These results

were maintained at 6 month follow-up.

In an own-control (A-B-A) experimental design, Brady,

Luborsky, and Kron (1974) treated 4 labile hypertensive

patients with 20 -- hour daily MCR sessions over a 4-week

period. Three of the patients showed significant reductions

in diastolic blood pressure when the MCR procedure was in-

stituted as well as significant blood pressure increases

upon reinstatement of baseline. In addition, 2 subjects

showed a statistically significant further decrease when the

MCR procedure was reactivated over an extended period of

time (i.e., A-B-A-B-design for 25 and 75 treatment sessions

respectively). The latter subject, who received treatment

for over a year, exhibited blood pressure decreases which

persisted even though his antihypertensive medications were

discontinued. Interestingly, though the latter 2 subjects

were instructed to listen to a prerecorded MCR tape at home

each evening, they were not provided with miniaturized

metronomes with which to facilitate relaxation into their

"work-a-day" environments.
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In the only relevant comparative outcome study uncovered

in this review, Pendleton and Tasto (1976) assessed the

relative efficacy of four procedures as treatments for

insomnia: (1) metronome-conditioned relaxation, (2) progres-

sive muscle relaxation, (3) metronome-induced relaxation, and

(4) no-treatment control. The MCR subjects received biweekly

45-minute treatment sessions for 2 weeks which were procedur-

ally similar to Brady's (1973) format. As an adjunct to the

treatment sessions, each subject was issued a "regulation-

sized" metronome and instructed to practice progressive

muscle relaxation with the metronome beating every night

upon retiring. Subjects in the other treatment groups were

all exposed to the same number of training sessions and were

similarly instructed to practice the technique they learned

every night before going to sleep. Results of the study

showed that all three active treatment groups exhibited

comparable and significant reduced sleep onset latencies

when compared to no treatment. Moreover, the authors'

report that metronome-induced relaxation, which required

only the sound of the metronome and thus minimal therapist

contact, seems the most efficient and innovative of the

three procedures.

As with covert cue-controlled relaxation procedures,

MCR has been successfully integrated, in conjunction with

desensitization, into a unified treatment package. Brady

(1973) initially used the combination in treating a housewife

who was hospitalized because of persistent, intrusive thoughts

of harming her 21-year-old son. After completion of MCR
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training by means of a tape recording, a hierarchy of 12

anxiety-inducing scenes were constructed involving the

client's fear. The various scenes were paired with MCR

and desensitization was carried out in the usual manner.

Eleven treatment sessions resulted in the client's discharge

3 weeks after admission with no recurrence of obsessional

thoughts at 4-months follow-up.

In a similar case study, Ray and Morphy (1975) used

MCR and desensitization to treat a patient exhibiting the

sole complaint of not being able to pass water in the

pressence of anyone else (i.e., urinary retension). A hier-

archy of relevant scenes were paired with MCR as was done

by Brady (1973). A total of 9 30-minute treatment sessions

resulted in self-reports of improvement regarding the target

behavior as well as modest decreases on a general anxiety

rating scale. The patient reported maintenance of the

treatment effects at 5-month follow-up.

In a final case report involving the MCR procedure,

Delprato and Dekraker (1976) treated a test anxious student

in weekly sessions for 10 successive weeks. The MCR

procedure was somewhat different from Brady (1973) in that

the authors of the present study utilized a method of

"hypnotic induction" to evoke relaxation rather than an

abbreviated Jacobsonian format. After 6 weeks of MCR

training augmented by daily home practice, the subject

began utilizing a portable electronic metronome to facil-

itate relaxation during actual test taking in week 7. Over

the remaining 3 sessions, the metronome was faded out while
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the cue word "calm" was faded in. As such, noted the authors,

"the treatment procedure combined . . . two conceptually iden-

tical treatments--MCR and cue-controlled procedures" (Delprato

& Dekraker, 1976, p. 381). On both self-report anxiety

estimates as well as actual test performance, the subject's

test anxiety was substantially reduced by this integrated

technique.

In summary, metronome-conditioned relaxation is procedur-

ally analogous to the cue-control technique reviewed previous-

ly, the major difference being that the former employs an

overtly produced cue while the latter utilizes a covertly

produced stimulus. MCR offers, at least theoretically, the

same advantages as cue-control in regard to desensitization

though no comparative studies have evaluated this. Similarly,

MCR is readily incorporated into multi-modal treatment ap-

proaches and may even be combined with cue-control in order

to enhance treatment efficacy. While one controlled study

demonstrated a strong treatment effect for MCR, the only

other such study indicated a lack of superiority over an

even simpler relaxation procedure. Though mostly supported

by data from case reports, the MCR procedure appears to be

effective in alleviating anxiety and its related symptoms

and thus merits further experimental attention as a viable

therapeutic relaxation technique.

The research on cue-controlled relaxation, whether

incorporating an overtly or covertly produced cue, suggests
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that the procedure is an effective means of facilitating

relaxation. While some studies did not reach this conclusion,

an inspection of several procedural parameters at variance

among the studies reviewed suggests some potential reasons

for the observed discrepencies.

First, while most investigators utilized self-report

indices of anxiety with some using behavioral measures as

well, even fewer used physiological means. The use of

different dependent measures promotes little generalizability

across studies, particularly in light of data which indicate

insignificant correlations between physiological and self-

report indices of relaxation (Reinking & Kohl, 1975). Thus,

it would seem that future studies should include at least

one physiological measure of relaxation since their validity

is used as a criterion standard with which to evaluate other

measures.

Moreover, some studies assessed the efficacy of these

relaxation techniques using clinically relevant dependent

measures which are certainly important but may or may not be

related to the relaxation inducing properties of the pro-

cedure. For example, Pendleton and Tasto (1976) found the

metronome-conditioned relaxation technique no more efficient

in reducing sleep-onset latency than use of the metronome

alone. However, as actual measures of relaxation per se

were not utilized, the efficacy of MCR cannot be evaluated

in this respect. Reductions in sleep-onset latency, though
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important to the clients, may have been a function of any

number of factors (e.g., expectancy effects) other than

increased relaxation.

Second, the relaxation criterion used to indicate a

"relaxed state" before initiating the cue-control or MCR

procedures is quite variable across studies. While some

researchers relied on subjective reports as a relaxation

criterion (Marchetti et al., 1977), several investigators

merely proceeded with the conditioning trials as soon as

progressive relaxation was completed (Brady, 1973; Cox et al.,

1975; Russell & Sipich, 1973, 1974), while others used a

physiological criterion of relaxation (Ewing, 1978; Ewing &

Hughes, 1978).

Marchetti et al.'s (1977) earlier reported negative

findings may ve partially attributable to just such a pro-

cedural idiosyncrasy. The fact that these authors employed

a subjective relaxation criterion leaves open the possibility

that subjects were not at comparable physiological levels of

relaxation when the different treatment procedures began. As

they employed two physiological dependent measures, it seems

possible that had cue-control subjects been relaxation trained

using a criterion in the same mode of measurement as was

used to assess the efficacy of the procedure, then cue-

controlled relaxation may have produced more favorable

results. As with dependent measures, a physiological relax-

ation criterion more objectively facilitates uniformity
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across studies. In addition, using the same criterion

measure of relaxation as one uses for the dependent measures,

whether physiological or otherwise, insures internal con-

sistency regarding these two parameters thus further reducing

procedural variance (Ewing, 1978; Ewing & Hughes, 1978) were

the only two studies reviewed to achieve such internal

consistency.

A third prominent procedural factor which seems related

to the efficacy of cue-controlled relaxation is the technique

by which relaxation is induced. Most researchers use some

derivation of Jacobson's (1938) initial progressive relaxation

format though the possible differences in effectiveness

remain unchallenged. Russell and his associates, the most

prolific researchers in covert cue-control procedures to

date, use Bernstein and Borkovec's (1973) mehtod. Other

authors (Marchetti et al., 1977; Pendleton & Tasto, 1976)

rely on Wolpe and Lazarus' (1966) technique while some do

not make clear precisely what method, if any, they use other

than "muscular relaxation" or "when the client is completely

relaxed" (Cautela, 1966; Meichenbaum, 1973). Marchetti et al.

(1977), however, do mention this point of variance between

their study and others (e.g., Russell et al., 1975) in delieat-

ing the different empirical boundaries within which to inter-

pret their negative results.

A most promising mode of achieving deep levels of

muscle relaxation appears to be EMG biofeedback training
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(Budzynski et al., 1970; Budzynski et al., 1973). Several

comparative studies have shown that such a procedure is

superior to progressive muscle relaxation in significantly

reducing frontalis muscle tension (Canter, Kondo, & Knott,

1975; Reinking & Kohl, 1975). Moreover, recent data

previously reviewed suggests that cue-controlled relaxation

assisted by EMG biofeedback is more effective in reducing

frontalis muscle tension than a progressive relaxation-

assisted cue-control procedure (Ewing & Hughes, 1978).

Though Cox et al. (1975) found these same two variants of

cue-controlled relaxation equally efficient in reducing

frontalis muscle tension, using biofeedback provides the

additional advantages of allowing continuous monitoring

of subjects' levels of relaxation as well as being a

briefer mode of relaxation induction.

A fourth and final major parameter involving procedural

variations across studies concerns the actual mode of con-

ditioning a state of relaxation to the covert or overtly

produced cue. Russell and his associates consistently pair

the cue word with the exhalation phase of the breath cycle

while Deffenbacher and his colleagues associate the cue

word with the tension reduction that accompanies releasing

each muscle group. Though Brady (1973) does not utilize the

actual tense release cycle as does Deffenbacher (1976), he

does pair the metronome's beats with instructions to "relax"

and 'let-go' the muscles of the body. Further research might
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employ ongoing physiological assessment in order to detemrine

the comparative efficacy of these various procedures in induc-

ing the lowest level of relaxation with which to pair the

overt or covert cues.

Taking these four parameters of methodological variation

into consideration, the present study will address a more

conspicuous issue which has important clinical implications

for the application of cue-controlled relaxation. That is,

a covert versus overt mode of cue generation. Although

most researchers reviewed utilize a covert self-produced cue

word or phrase, the use of an overt cue is appearing more

frequently in the literature since Brady's (1973) initial

publication.

Using an overt cue, such as a metronome, could possibly

prove more effective in facilitating relaxation in certain

clinical groups than would the use of a covert cue word or

phrase (e.g. easily distracted individuals; intellectually

deficient subjects; children; brain damaged clients, etc.).

Moreover, the wearing of such a device might further facili-

tate generalization into the natural environment as subjects

would be constantly reminded to relax by the very presence

of the apparatus even when not turned on.

In contrast, however, Reeves and Mealiea (1975) point

to the theoretical impact that attribution theory would have

on such a study. The research findings of Davison and his

colleagues (Davison, Tsujimoto, & Glaros, 1973; Davison &
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Valins, 1968, 1969) certainly suggests that behavior changes

which are construed by subjects as due to an external event,

such as a drug (or metronome cue) will provide less gener-

alization to the post treatment situation than changes

attributable to one's own efforts (e.g., a self-generated cue

word or phrase). In addition, researchers investigating

relaxation as self-control and cue-controlled relaxation

(Goldfried & Trier, 1974; Gurman, 1973) have noted from

subjects; self-reports that the element of "mastery" over

ones anxiety, fostered by the individuals ability to effec-

tively self-administer the cue or relaxation effect, was

the most potent therapeutic ingredient. Other investigators

have, in similar fashion, pointed to a "stress innoculation"

effect which appears to afford greater treatment generaliza-

tion as a function of self-produced verbal cues such as

"relax" (Ewing & Hughes, 1978; Meichenbaum, 1973).

In the present study, EMG biofeedback will be used to

induce relaxation as this method appears more efficacious

than traditional muscle relaxation in lowering frontalis'

muscle tension. It also affords an opportunity to use a

physiological criterion of relaxation during treatment as

well as provide internally consistent dependent measures of

relaxation with which to evaluate the effectiveness of the

cue-control procedures. As EMG biofeedback-assisted cue-

controlled relaxation has previously been show to be

significantly superior to EMG biofeedback training alone in
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reducing frontalis muscle tension (Ewing, 1973; Reeves &

Mealiea, 1975),acontrol group of this nature will not be

utilized.

Although most studies on cue-controlled relaxation advo-

cate utilizing anywhere from 2 to 6 sessions of training,

recent data suggests that as little as 20 minutes of EMG

biofeedback-assisted cue-control training conducted in one

session is sufficient to produce significantly greater de-

creases in frontalis muscle tension during posttesting than

biofeedback alone (Ewing, 1978). In addition, Paul (1969d)

found that a single session (22-25 minutes) using his own

modified version of Jacobson's progressive relaxation

resulted in significant decreases in both physiological

measures of arousal (i.e. heart rate, respiration rate, and

tonic muscle tension) as well as subjective reports of tension

and distress. More recently, Miller and Bornstein (1977)

demonstrated that a variety of brief (30-minute) relaxation

precedures, including a self-relaxation control group, all

yielded significant decreases in both self-report state

anxiety measures and physiological indices of muscle tension.

Other researchers have noted similar significant reductions

in autonomic measures of arousal and decreases in state

anxiety following brief periods (20 to 40 minutes) of medi-

tation or relaxation (Elson et al., 1977, Goleman & Schwartz,

1976). Though the possibility of increased efficacy may

result from numerous cue-control training sessions, this

issue will not be addressed in the current investigation.
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In order to asses the clinical relevance of any relax-

ation procedure, many studies incorporate some form of stress

or anxiety induction into their experimental paradigms.

These are attempts to extrapolate to the natural environment

regarding how efficient a particular relaxation technique

may be based on an individual's relaxation performance

during lab induced stress. Meichenbaum (1973) cites several

methods which have been used in numerous research studies

(e.g., cold presser test, stress films, fatigue, deprivation

conditons, giving speeches, etc.). Where applicable, re-

searchers are able to utilize anxiety-evoking measures which

are specific to the clinical population they are studying.

Deffenbacher, 1976; Deffenbacher & Snyder, 1976; Marchetti

et al., 1977 used some form of in vivo test taking for test

anxious subjects in assessing the efficacy of self-control

and cue-controlled relaxation procedures. When this is not

possible, however, authors must rely on some mode of inducing

stress which typically produces anxiety reactions in "normal"

subjects. Though electric shock has been used successfully

in assessing the effectiveness of cue-controlled relaxation

(Ewing, 1978), the marked aversiveness of this stimulus quite

often limits the range of subjects who are willing to be

exposed to it.

An increasing number of investigators are relying on

stress films in order to induce increases in both physiological

and subjective measures of anxiety. In an analogue study
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of imolosive therapy, McCuthcheon and Adams (1975) employed

a film detailing various surgical procedures which were

utilized on victims of battle casualties. Similarly,

Schneider (1975) and Goleman and Schwartz (1976) both

utilized a stress film depicting woodshop accidents to

assess the effectiveness of biofeedback and meditation

induced relaxation respectively. Stress films appear to

offer the advantage of being sufficiently anxiety-provoking

for most individuals without the limitations of electric

shock.

The present investigation was designed as a comparative

outcome study to evaluate the efficacy of three forms of

EIG biofeedback-assisted cue-controlled relaxation training:

(1) biofeedback-assisted covert cue-controlled relaxation

employing a self-produced subvocal cue, (2) biofeedback-

assisted overt cue-controlled relaxation using a minia-

turized metronome, and (3) biofeedback-assisted covert-overt

cue-controlled relaxation employing both cue forms. Using

EMG frontalis muscle tension as the criterion for relaxation

followed by one session of training, each condition's

effectiveness was evaluated via one DIG measure. A subjective

dependent measure of anxiety or muscle tension or both, was

also utilized. Finally, this study assessed the efficacy of

each cue-control method in inducing relaxation under stress

(using a stressor film) and no stress conditions.
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Method

Subjects

Subjects were 30 student volunteers, 15 males and 15

females, selected from undergraduate psychology courses.

The students were contacted via a biofeedback research notice

(see Appendix A). Each subject was required to meet two

separate criteria to be eligible for the experiment. First,

they had to exhibit an average EMG level of equal to or

greater than 6 microvolts (mV) during an initial 5-minute

screening session. Second, they had to meet the same EMG

criterion during a 20-minute pretraining session in self-

directed relaxation in which all subjects were instructed to

relax by any means available to them. Matched for sex, each

subject who met the two criteria were randomly assigned to

one of three training conditions: biofeedback-assisted

covert cue-controlled relaxation, biofeedback-assisted

overt cue-controlled relaxation, and biofeedback-assisted

covert and overt cue-controlled relaxation. The eligible

subjects ranged in age from 17 to 54 years with a mean of

23.2 for males and 24.1 for females.

Apparatus

The BFT 401 Feedback Myograph (Bio-Feedback Technology,

Inc., Garden Grove, California) was employed for measuring

muscle tension and for providing feedback to the subjects.

The system consisted of two instruments--the Feedback Myo-

graph (BFT 401) and the Time Period Integrator (BFT 215).
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Muscle-produced electrical activity was detected through

three silver chloride electrodes .25 inches (6.5 cm) in

diameter placed one inch above each eyebrow and the nose.

The two active electrodes were spaced four inches (10 cm)

apart on the individual's forehead with the ground electrode

between them.

The BFT 401 Feedback Myograph has a switchable bandpass

of either 30-600 Hz or 96-600 Hz and a linear scale (needle

deflection calibrated in average peak-to-peak mV). The

device greatly amplifies the detected muscle activity and

provides both auditory feedback to the subject and an

electrical signal which is averaged by the Time Period

Integrator. The auditory feedback mode provides a bidirec-

tional rate of change (high-pitch pulsing tone for increased

muscular activity, low-pitch pulsing tone for decreased

muscular activity). The BFT 401 Feedback Myograph is powered

by low-voltage rechargeable batteries and is electrically

shielded for effective research use in normal office settings.

Auditory feedback was provided to the subjects via Koss K/6

stereo headphones with a 19-16,000 Hz frequency response

capability and an impedence of 100 ohm at 1kHz. Instructions

to the subjects were made possible during auditory feedback

via a "through the ear function" on the headphones.

To quantify the EMG measurements, the BFT 215 Time

Period Integrator receives the amplified EMG signal, inte-

grates (averaged) it over a selected time period (60 sec.),
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and provides a 4-digit light emitting diode (LED) readout in

mV. The apparatus is 125 volts AC powered and is equipped

with optical-isolation circuitry so that the subject was

electrically isolated from the equipment. A noise threshold

feature permitted the detection and cancellation of internal

equipment noise. The LED readout, therefore, is not con-

founded by internal equipment noise.

In order to provide the overt stimulus for those subjects

receiving this form of cue-controlled relaxation training, a

commercially available miniaturized (5 mm X 4 mm X 1 mm)

electronic metronome called a "Pacemaster" was used (Associated

Auditory Instruments, Inc., Upper Darby, Pennsylvania). The

device fits compactly behind the ear with separate controls

for volume and pulse rate. The pulse rate was set at 60 beats

per minute (BPM) as this rate has been used clinically in in-

troducing metronome-conditioned relaxation (Brady, 1973).

A reclining naugahyde padded couch was used to facilitate

comfort during all phases of the three variant forms of cue-

controlled relaxation. A pillow was also provided to enhance

relaxation as well as facilitate viewing of the films during

stress phases.

During the pre- and posttraining stress phases, separate

20-minute segments from 2 28-minute 16mm color films in-

volving traffic safety ("Signal 30" and "Mechanized Death"

rented from Highway Safety Films, Inc., Mansfield, Ohio 44907)

were presented in order to induce an increased level of anxiety

in the subjects.
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A Singer Insta-Load 2100 16mm projector provided the

subjects visual exposure to the 20-minute film segments. The

films were projected onto a white wall in front of the sub-

jects during the pre- and posttraining stress phases.

Procedure

All subjects responding to the research notice were

given a general orientation regarding the purpose of the

research (see Appendix B), an explanation of the EMG

apparatus (see Appendix C), and then asked to sign an informed

consent form (see Appendix D). All phases of the experiment

were implemented in the same room and carried out by one

person, the experimenter.

After asking for questions from the subjects, a standard

procedure was used in employing the EMG equipment. The EMG

noise threshold calibration was made while each subject pre-

pared his forehead for electrode contact by scrubbing the

skin lightly with an abrasive cleaner (Bravisol) and swab-

bing it with alcohol. Three electrodes treated with electrode

cream were placed 1 inch (24 cm) over each participant's

eyebrows, the two active electrodes about 4 inches (10 cm)

apart over each eye with the ground electrode between them

centered above the nose. The EMG batteries were checked for

proper voltage level. Subjects were then reclined on a

comfortable couch situated away from electrical and ground

sources as a general safety precaution. They were then

asked to touch a gorund screw on the EMG unit in order to

discharge body static electricity, preventing harm to the
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sensitive input circuits. Electrode resistance was then

checked to insure that both electrodes were below 20,000

ohms and approximately equal in resistance.

Baseline Phase--Session One

All subejcts were treated identically during a 5-minute

initial baseline session which was primarily intended to

screen out those subjects whose average EMG level was below

the 6 mV criterion. In order to obtain an approximate

estimate of each subject's "normal off the street" level of

EMG muscle tension, they were asked to read a passage from

this 5-minute period. The subjects were told further that

they were to read at their own pace and to keep excess body

movements to a minimum.

The EMG mV levels for each subject were monitored once

each minute during all phases of the experiment. These data

were obtained from the Time Period Integrator and recorded on

a standard computer data sheet.

Two subjects who feel below the average 6 mV criterion

during the 5-minute baseline were dismissed immediately and

given an explanation for their non-eligibility (i.e., es-

sentially, that their level of frontalis muscle tension was

low enough so that cue-controlled relaxation would be of

little benefit). Conversely, those subjects who fell above

the average 6 mV criterion were retained for the pretraining

session and given an explanation concerning their eligibility

and instructions in self-directed relaxation (see Appendix E).
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Pretraining Phase in Self-directed Relaxation

During the 20-minute pretraining session in self-

directed relaxation, 3 subjects fell below the average 6 mV

criterion and were dismissed. Those above average were

retained for the remainder of the study and prepared for

the next experimental phase.

Subjects were not allowed to close their eyes during

self-directed relaxation for two related reasons. First,

pilot data revealed that some subjects quickly achieved EMG

levels below the 6 mV criterion by falling asleep. Second,

the present research was concerned with the facilitation of

relaxation effects in the waking state (Beiman, Isreal, &

Johnson, 1978). Most procedures for teaching control over

the relaxation response require at least minimal subject

efforts (e.g,, cognitive strategies; relaxing and tensing

muscles) thus insuring wakefulness. With the exception of

insomnia, the clinical application of relaxation therapies

is chiefly aimed at reducing anxiety or tension or both in

response to waking encounters with anxiety-evoking stimuli.

Moreover, comparisons between the stress and no-stress

phases in the present study were made more relevant by

having subjects remain awake. Whenever subjects closed their

eyes during self-directed relaxation, they were prompted to

remain awake with "you need to keep your eyes open".
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Pretraining Self-directed Relaxation While Under Stress

Immediately following the previous pretraining phase,

all eligible subjects were exposed to a 20-minute segment

from one of the color traffic safety films ("Mechanized

Death" or "Signal 30") and given instructions concerning

self-directed relaxation while under stress (see Appendix F).

The film was projected onto a white wall approximately 8

feet in front of the subject. In order to control for

habituation effects, a counterbalancing procedure was im-

plemented. Subjects were alternately assigened within each

group to view one of the two different films which were

judged to be comparable regarding anxiety arousing potential.

Each subject was then shown 1 day later the other comparable

film during the posttraining stress phase while using cue-

controlled relaxation. Thus, half the subjects within each

group viewed different film clips during the pretraining

stress phase followed by exposure to the alternate film

during the posttraining stress phase.

Training in Biofeedback-assisted Cue-controlled Relaxation

Immediately following the pretraining stress phase,

subjects were given a 5-minute break and the stereo head-

phones were comfortably set in place. During this period,

instructions were presented concerning the use of auditory

feedback in facilitating reduced muscle tension. That is,

subjects were told to relax, keep their eyes closed, remain

as motionless as possible and do whatever necessary to

reduce the pitch and rate of pulsing of the tone. According
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to a prearranged random numbers table, subjects were assigned

to one of three training conditions with the stipulation of

an equal number of males and females in each group: bio-

feedback-assisted covert cue-controlled relaxation (covert),

biofeedback-assisted overt cue-controlled relaxation (overt),

or biofeedback-assisted covert overt cue-controlled relax-

ation (covert-overt).

Subjects assigned to each of the three conditions were

given a similar explanation of their training near the end

of the 5-minute break:

You have been selected to participate in bio-

feedback-assisted (covert, overt, or covert-

overt--depending on the condition) cue-controlled

relaxation. That is, after you have achieved

the necessary level of relaxation and reduced

the feedback tone sufficiently, we will begin

the (covert, overt, or covert-overt) cue-controlled

training. Until that time, however, I want you

to concentrate on reducing the tone's pitch and

becoming as relaxed as Possible.

Biofeedback was provided until each subject reached an

EMG relaxation criterion of 3 mV or below for 2 consecutive

1-minute periods during training. A ceiling of 40 minutes

was imposed on reaching this criterion as other research

indicates the feasibility of such a timed relaxation criterion

(Ewing, 1978). Six subjects (five females, one male) who
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failed to reach the 3 mV criterion within the alloted time

were dismissed from the study and given an explanation (i.e.,

essentially, that in light of past research it would be

unlikely that they would reach the necessary criterion in a

reasonable amount of time). Upon reaching the criterion,

subjects were instructed in the cue-controlled relaxation

procedure (Russell & Sipich, 1973) or modified metronome-

conditioned relaxation technique (similar to Brady, 1973)

and the feedback tone was turned off. It was believed that

although other researchers have kept the feedback on during

biofeedback-assisted cue-controlled relaxation training

(Ewing, 1978; Reeves & Mealiea, 1975), several methodological

problems appear inherent in this procedure. First, the

biofeedback tone may be partially responsible for the obtained

muscle tension reduction. That is, using biofeedback during

the cue-control procedure confounds the effects of condition-

ing a state of relaxation to a covert cue word or overt

external stimulus. Second, the biofeedback tone is absent

in the natural environment where the cue-control procedure

is to be utilized.

Biofeedback-assisted Covert Cue-controlled Relaxation Training

Upon initiating cue-controlled training in the covert

condition, each subject was instructed to focus all attention

on his or her own breathing, to take slow relaxed breaths, and

to say to themselves the cue word "relax" each time he/she

exhaled. As each subject exhaled, the experimenter vocalized
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the cue word five times while the subject was simultaneously

subvocalizing. Subjects were then instructed to continue

the subvocalized cue-word-exhale pairings until the experi-

menter signalled an end to the procedure by saying the word

"now". Subjects' exhalations were observed until 15 such

subsequent pairings had been counted at which time the

signal word "now" was given. Although other researchers

typically have the subjects count the pairings to themselves

(Reeves & Mealiea, 1975; Russell & Matthews, 1975; Russell &

Sipich, 1973) this procedure was avoided because of potential

methodological error. That is, the counting possibly inter-

feres with subjects' level of relaxation and also confounds

the conditioning process by introducing a subvocalized number

(1-20) as well as a covert word or an overt cue (metronome).

After the initial 20 cue-word/exhale pairings, each

subject was instructed to focus on his general bodily sen-

sations of relaxation for a period of 1 minute. After this,

the feedback tone was again turned on and subjects were

instructed as before to lower the pitch until reaching the

3mV criterion for 2 consecutive 1-minute periods. Next,

each subject was instructed to subvocalize the cue word upon

exhalation as before. These 20 pairings, however, were

without the experimenter's vocalizations until the "now"

signal to stop. Following the last 20 trials, subjects were

dismissed until initiation of the next phase.
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Biofeedback-assisted Overt Cue-controlled Relaxation Training

Subjects in the overt cue-control condition were given

the same initial instructions as the covert group with the

addition of brief instructions concerning the miniaturized

metronome (see Appendix G). They were also allowed to

familiarize themselves with the apparatus which included

turning the volume "on" and "off" several times. Otherwise,

they were treated identical to subjects in the previous

condition up to the point where the cue-control training

began (i.e., after subjects reached the 2 consecutive 1-

minute intervals with EMG levels of 3 mV or below). At

this point, each subject was instructed to focus all

attention on his or her own breathing and to simultaneously

turn on the miniaturized metronome which had been present

at 60 beats per minute. To make the overt condition

procedurally analogous to the covert condition,

subjects were instructed to take slow, relaxed breaths

and to focus on the relaxing sound of the metronome,

particularly as they exhaled. As in the covert condition,

subjects were instructed to continue this procedure until

the experimenter indicated to stop via the signal word

"now". Subjects' exhalations were observed until a total

of 20 had been counted at which time the signal word

"now"I was given. After the initial 20 exhale/metronome

pairings, each subject was instructed to turn the metronome

off and to focus on general bodily sensations of relaxation

for a period of 1 minute. After this, the feedback tone
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was again turned on and subjects were instructed as before to

lower the pitch until reaching the 3 mV criterion for 2 con-

secutive 1-minute periods. Next, subjects were instructed

to proceed exactly as before until the experimenter's "now"

signal to stop. Following the last 20 trials, subjects were

dismissed until initiation of the next phase.

Biofeedback-assisted Covert-Overt Cue-controlled Relaxation

Training

Subjects in the covert-overt cue-controlled condition

were given the same instructions and treated identical to

those in the overt condition up to the point where the cue-

controlled training began. At this time, the covert and

overt procedures were implemented simultaneously. All phases

of the overt and covert cue-controlled training were carried

out exactly as described previously, however, the two condi-

tions were overlapped. That is, subjects were instructed to

subvocalize the cue word "relax" upon exhalation while simul-

taneously attending to the rhythmic beat of the metronome.

As in the other two conditions, following the last 20 trials

subjects were dismissed until initiation of the next phase.

Posttraining Phase in Cue-controlled Relaxation

All subjects were instructed to return to the biofeedback

lab for the day following completion of the cue-controlled

training. Each subject was prepared for muscle tension EMG

monitoring as before and subjected to the same 5-minute

baseline procedure. As biofeedback was not presented during
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this last session, the stereo headphones were not utilized.

Upon completion of the baseline, all subjects were given

instructions to try and relax their muscle tension as much

as possible during a 20-minute period by using the particular

cue-controlled technique in which they had been trained.

Specifically, those subjects in the covert condition were

told to tak slow, relaxed breaths, and to subvocalize the

cue word "relax" with the exhalation for the entire time

period while keeping their eyes open. Subjects in the overt

condition were instructed to wear the miniaturized metronome

preset at 60 BPM and to take slow, relaxed breaths with

their eyes open. They were also asked to focus on the

relaxing sound of the metronome, particularly as they

exhaled, for the entire 20-minute period. Finally, subjects

in the covert-overt group were given simulataneous instructions

in both procedures. That is, they were told to take slow,

relaxed breaths with eyes open while attending to the

rhythmic beat of the metronome, emphasizing their attention

upon exhalation. They were also instructed to subvocalize

the cue word "relax" with each exhalation for the duration

of the 20-minute posttraining phase. Following this exercise

in cue-controlled relaxation, each subject was immediately

prepared for cue-controlled relaxation while under stress.

Posttraining Cue-controlled Relaxation While Under Stress

Upon completion of the previous experimental phase,

subjects were exposed, in the same manner as before, to
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alternate 20-minute film segments comparable to the anxiety-

evoking film used during pretraining. Just prior to the

film presentation, subjects were given specific instructions

concerning the use of cue-controlled relaxation while under

stress (see Appendix H). Subjects in the overt and covert--

overt conditions were instructed to turn off the metronome

momentarily while instructions were given and then to turn

it back on as the film began. Otherwise, no changes were

made during the transition between the two 20-minute post-

training phases. An "Anxiety and Tension Thermometer"

(similar to Walk, 1956 and Reinking & Kohl, 1975) was used

to assess the subjective anxiety or tension level of subjects

after each pretraining and posttraining phase (see Appendix I).

Upon completion of the last experimental phase, subjects were

dismissed and questions were answered regarding any aspect of

the study.

Results

Stress Effects

To assess the general stress effects of the films within

each group, three separate correlated t tests were computed.

The data consisted of mean EMG mV readings for subjects within

each group comparing pretraining no-stress and pretraining

stress phases (see Appendix J for raw data). Significant

film-induced stress effects were noted for all three groups

as follows: for covert group t (9) = 4.62; p <.01; for

overt group t (9) = 3.31, p e,, .01; for covert/overt group

t (9) = 3.58, p < .01.
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In order to assess the differential stress effects of

the two films, an independent t test was calculated using

mean difference scores (EMG mV) reflecting pretraining stress

minus pretraining no-stress phases for each subject (see

Appendix L for raw data). Only two group means were con-

trasted as half the subjects within each treatment group

viewed Film 1 first ("Signal 30"--difference mean = 3.54

mV), the other half Film 2 ("Mechanized Death"--difference

mean = 3.57 mV). The marked similarity of the means indicates

that the two films were equivalent in evoking stress responses

(EMG mV) across subjects and treatment groups (t [28] = .025,

p = .98).

Physiological Dependent Measure

EMG mV readings were recorded for each subject on a

minute-by-minute basis across each of the four 20-minute

experimental phases. These readings provided the basic raw

data for the physiological dependent measure of relaxation/

anxiety and/or muscle tension.

Regarding the physiological dependent measure, means

were computed for each subject across the four 20-minute

experimental phases (i.e., both pretraining no-stress and

stress phases and both posttraining no-stress and stress

phases). These EMG mV means were then used to calculate a

3 X 2 (treatment) analysis of covariance with repeated

measures on the latter factor (mean EMG mV readings for both

posttraining phases were covaried with corresponding pre-

training phases). As presented in Table 1, the results
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indicate no significant main effect of treatment (cue-controlled

groups), no significant main effect of stress, and likewise for

the treatment by stress interaction.

Table 1

Summary of 3 X 2 Repeated Measures
For Posttraining Electromyogram

Analysis of Covariance
Means (Microvolts)

Source df SS MS F

Between Subjects

Cue-controlled groups (A)
Subjects within groups

Within Subjects

No-stress-stress (B)
Interaction (AB)
BX Subjects within groups

2
26

1
2

26

54.72
357.77

3.78
7.81

76.02

27.36
13.76

1.98

3.78 1.29
3.90
2.92

EMG means for subjects were summed to provide group

means which were employed to analyze within-group pre- to

posttraining differences across no-stress and stress phases.

As shown in Table 2, results of the correlated t tests indicate

that the covert cue-controlled group yielded the only signifi-

cant pre- to posttraining reduction in EMG (t [9] = 4.02, p <

.01) and only in the no-stress experimental phase. None of

the cue-controlled groups demonstrated significant pre- to

posttraining EMG reductions during the stress phase.
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Table 2

Correlated t Tests Reflecting Within-group Pre- and
Posttraining Mean Differences for

Electromyogram (Microvolts)

No-Stress Stress

Cue-controlled Pre Post Pre Post
Group M M t p M M t p

Covert 8.52 5.45 4.02 .003* 12.88 9.94 1.85 .09

Overt 7.44 7.26 .30 .77 10.59 9.31 1.65 .13

Covert-overt 11.12 9.65 2.18 .057 14.29 13.22 1.43 .19

*p K. 0 1

In order to assess the impact of habituation on within-

group Pre- to posttraining EMG reductions, all subjects were

monitored during a standarized 5-minute baseline period immed-

iately prior to sessions one and two. Means were then computed

for all subjects across both 5-minute baselines. These EMG mV

means were then utilized to calculate a 3 X 2 (baselines)

analysis of variance with repeated measures on the baseline

variable. As noted in Table 3, the results strongly suggest

the absence of significant EMG reductions from baseline one

[1,27] = .02, p = .87). In addition, no significant group

baseline differences were noted nor, more importantly, was

there a significant group-by-baseline interaction. Thus,

it seems that habituation effects alone would not account for

the significant EMG reduction noted previously for the covert

cue-controlled group.
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Table 3

Summary of 3 X 2 Repeated Measures Analysis of
Variance for Pre- and Posttraining Baseline

Electromyogram (Microvolts)

Source df SS MS F

Between Subjects

Cue-controlled groups (A) 2 432.32 216.16 3.00
Subjects within groups 27 1943.19 71.97

Within Subjects

Baseline (B) 1 .31 .31 .02
Interaction (AB) 2 27.74 13.87 1.12
BX subjects within groups 27 333.02 12.33

A graphical presentation of the overall results regarding

analyses utilizing mean EMG data is depicted in Figure 1. All

cue-controlled groups exhibited at least minimal EMG reductions

from pre- to posttraining baseline differences for the covert-

overt group. The latter pre- to post baseline increase was

primarily due to the variance of one subject.

Subjective Dependent Measure

Subjective anxiety scores were self-recorded for all

subjects immediately following each of the four 20-minute

experimental phases. These anxiety scores were employed to

provide subjective data regarding subject's appraisal of

the overall level of relaxation-anxiety or muscle tension or

both. A 3 (groups) X 2 (treatment) repeated measures analysis

of covariance was utilized to evaluate the anxiety data (scores

for both posttraining phases were covaried with corresponding

pre-training phases).
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As presented in Table 4, the results indicate that the

cue-controlled groups differed significantly with regard to

posttraining anxiety scores (F [2,26] = 5.01, p < .05).

Utilizing the adjusted posttraining means, a post hoc analysis

via Newman-Keuls multiple comparison test (Winer, 1962)

further revealed that the covert group evidenced signifi-

cantly lower anxiety scores than both the overt group (qr

[2,26] = .77, p < .0 5 ) and the covert/overt group (qr [3,26] =

1.19, p <. 0 1 ). The overt and covert/overt groups did not,

however, differ significantly from each other.

Table 4

Summary of 3 X 2 Repeated Measures Analysis of
Covariance for Posttraining Subjective

Anxiety Scores

Source df SS MS F

Between Subjects

Cue-controlled groups (A) 2 14.12 7.06 5.01*
Subjects within groups 26 36.62 1.41

Within Subjects

No-stress/stress (B) 1 13.56 13.56 8.66**
Interaction (AB) 2 .29 .15 .09
BX Subjects within groups 26 40.69 1.56

*p < .05

**p < .01
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Results shown in Table 4 also reveal a significant main

effect of stress consistent across cue-controlled groups (F

[1,26] = 8.66, p <:.01). The treatment by stress interaction,

however, was not significant (F [2,26] = .09, p = .91). Thus,

the above noted significant posttraining anxiety score differ-

ences among cue-controlled groups were not influenced or

related to the stress factor or both.

As with the physiological dependent measure, anxiety

scores for subjects were averaged in order to analyze within-

group pre- and posttraining differences across no-stress and

stress phases. In viewing Table 5, results of the correlated

t tests indicate that the covert cue-controlled group produced

the only significant pre- to post anxiety score reduction (t

[9] = 2.40, p < .05) and only in the no-stress phase. None

of the cue-controlled groups demonstrated significant pre-

to post anxiety score reductions during the stress phase.

Interestingly, however, both cue-controlled groups employing

the metronome (overt and covert/overt groups) yielded very

near significant pre- to post anxiety score reductions in the

stress phase, while appearing to have marginal impact in the

no-stress phase.

A graphical presentation of the overall results regarding

analyses utilizing anxiety score data is depicted in Figure 2.

In similar fashion to Figure 1 regarding EMG data, all cue-

controlled groups exhibited at least minimal anxiety score

reductions from pre- to posttraining experimental phases. The

covert group, as in Figure 1, clearly evidences the most
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Table 5

Correlated t Tests Reflecting Within Group Pre- and
Posttraining Mean Differences for Anxiety Scores

No-Stress Stress

Cue-control Pre Post Pre Post
Group M M t p M M t p

Covert 3.0 1.9 2.40 .04* 5.0 3.8 1.50 .17

Overt 2.8 2.6 .69 .51 6.2 5.2 2.12 .06

Covert/overt 4.0 3.6 .74 .48 6.6 5.8 2.23 .053

*p 4.05

notable pre- to post anxiety score reduction in the no-stress

phase, particularl- in contrast with the overt group. Slopes

are markedly similar in pre- and posttraining for all groups

in comparing the stress phases though the covert group did

produce a marginally greater pre- to post mean difference than

the other cue-controlled groups (covert = 1.2; overt = 1.0;

covert/overt = .08).

Correlations of Mean EMG (mV) and Anxiety Scores

As a corollary to the purpose of the research, corre-

lational analyses were performed between physiological (mean

EMG mV) and subjective (anxiety scores) dependent measures in

order to provide further data regarding the relationship between

these differing measures of anxiety. Each subject's mean EMG

mV value for a given 20-minute experimental phase was correlated

with a subject's corresponding anxiety score for that phase to
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yield four Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients.

In sequential order across experimental phases, the results

are as follows: for pretraining no-stress r (28) = -.009,

p = .48; for pretraining stress r (28) = .22, p = .12; for

posttraining no-stress r (28) = .52, p <.01; for posttraining

stress r (28) = .14, p = .23. The only significant correlation

between the physiological and subjective measures of anxiety/

relaxation occurred in the third experimental phase (posttrain-

ing no-stress).

Discussion

The present investigation was designed as a comparative

analog outcome study to evaluate the efficacy of three

variants of cue-controlled relaxation employing different

cue modes. Of primary concern was the possibility that

one method might prove more effective than the others in

reducing physiological or subjective anxiety or both. The

differential effectiveness of the three procedures was

also contrasted under conditions of no-stress and stress.

Finally, a corollary goal of this study was to provide

further data regarding correlations between physiological

and subjective measures of anxiety-relaxation.

With regard to the physiological dependent measure

(mean EMG mV) between-group comparisons revealed no

significant main effect for treatment or treatment by no-

stress-stress interaction. Within-group analyses, however,

revealed that the covert group produced a significant mean

EMG reduction though only in the no-stress phase. Since
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a no-treatment control group was not included in the design,

passage of time alone or habituation effects could account for

this significant reduction in mean EMG. Analysis of the pre-

and posttraining baseline data, however, revealed no signifi-

cant main effects for baseline, for treatment groups, or

for baseline-by-group interaction. Furthermore, analysis of

the pre- and posttraining self-directed relaxation data suggests

that the overt and covert-overt groups did not exhibit ap-

preciable habituation effects. Thus, habituation to the

experimental setting or passage of time are unlikely to have

solely accounted for the significant results. Moreover,

previous research has shown biofeedback-assisted cue-controlled

relaxation (analogous to covert group) to evidence signifi-

cantly greater EMG reductions than biofeedback training alone,

relaxation instructions, or medication placebo (Cox et al.,

1975; Ewing, 1978; Reeves & Mealiea, 1975).

The overt group did not yield a significant mean EMG

reduction in the no-stress condition and in fact, produced

a pre-- and posttraining slope which was not as steep as the

pre- to post baseline slope (see Figure 1). None of the

studies previously reviewed utilizing a metronome-conditioned

relaxation procedure (analogous to overt group) employed

physiological dependent measures of relaxation.

The covert-overt group, combining the differing cue

modes, achieved a near significant pre- and posttraining EMG

reduction (p = .057) in the no-stress phase. These EMG

results imply that the functional treatment components
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of the covert group were "offset" by the treatment components

of the overt (metronome) group. Although Delprato and

Dekraker (1976) combined both cue modes (miniaturized metronome

and subvocalized word "calm") in their case report involving

a test anxious student, the relative treatment contribution

of each cue mode cannot be assessed from their design.

Moreover, cross-study comparisons are made further irrelevant

as the authors did not employ a physiological measure of

relaxation.

None of the cue-control methods in the present study

achieved significant pre- to post mean EMG reductions during

the stress phase. These findings are incompatible with Ewing

and Hughes' (1978) data which showed significant EMG reductions

during aversive stimulation (shock) for biofeedback-assisted

cue-controlled relaxation (analogous to the covert group).

Cross-study contrast are invalid, however, as these authors

employed 12 training sessions in addition to two 15-minute

daily homework periods contrasted with the present study's

single training session. The generalizability of these

authors' results are also restricted due to the nature of

their design (case study)

In contrast to Ewing and Hughes (1978) data, Marchetti

et al. (1977) found cue-controlled relaxation no more

effective than "pseudotherapy" or no treatment regarding

pre- to post reductions on two physiological measures (heart

rate [HR] and galvanic skin response LGSR] during stress
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induced by actual test taking. Again, however, between-study

contrasts are not legitimate due to experimental departures

regarding important methodological parameters (e.g., progres-

sive relaxation versus biofeedback-assisted relaxation in-

duction, differing physiological indices, 5 biweekly treatment

sessions accompanied by 30-minute nightly homework sessions).

A more noteworthy distinction of the design of Marchetti

et al. (1977) involves their brief 4-minute pre- and post-

training anxiety assessment period during stress. As was

mentioned in the literature review, one trial of 4 minutes

duration hardly seems a sufficient amount of time in which

to judge the efficacy of any relaxation procedure, particu-

larly in view of the response latency of HR and GSR measures.

In addition, their subjects were likely experiencing peak

levels of anxiety after having completed only 4 minutes of

a test designed to require approximately 20 minutes to

complete.

It would seem that modest increases in physiological

arousal under such stress conditions are functional, pre-

paring subjects to respond vigilantly to threatening stimuli.

Likewise in the present study, perhaps the auto accident

scenes and sounds were "too realistic" and anxiety-evoking

for subjects unprepared to "deal" with such grim material.

Anecdotal support for this contention was obtained from

subjects who stated they did not want to relax while

viewing the films. Regarding relaxation therapies, it
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seems possible that posttreatment physiological measures

assessed during stress situations are likely to reflect

relatively high though functional levels of arousal. As

Lazarus and Averill (1972) point out, in a threatening

situation, anxiety and accompanying physiological arousal

is adaptive insofar as it mobilizes the organism for vigi-

lance in order to facilitate appropriate coping reactions.

Thus, it would be expected that peaks in the anxiety gradient

would follow anticipation of a stressor as the organism

makes maximal preparations to defend against impending threat.

The defense reaction becomes maladaptive only when it is

maintained after the threat has passed, failing to habituate.

Empirical support for this hypothesis is derived from

Goleman and Schwartz's (1976) data contrasting the physio-

logical effects of brief periods (20 minutes) of meditation

versus self-relaxation under stress. These authors found

meditators to evidence greater anticipatory arousal (GSR

and HR) to a 12-minute stressor film than relaxation

controls. However, meditators did yield significantly

greater post-impact (accident) habituation than relaxation

subjects to all three stressful film scenes on both

arousal measures.

In the present study, subjects were exposed to 20 minutes

of continuously stressful material. It may have been more

relevant and functional, however, to assess the efficacy of

the cue-control methods in terms of poststress EMG habituation
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than to expect subjects to defend against realistically and

continually presented stressful visual and auditory material.

With regard to the subjective dependent measure (sub-

jective anxiety scores), between group comparisons revealed

a significant main effect for treatment, but no significant

treatment by no-stress-stress interaction. Subsequent post

hoc analyses indicated that the covert group evidenced sig-

nificantly lower posttraining anxiety scores than either

the overt or covert-overt groups. The latter two groups

were not significantly different from each other. As with

the mean EMG measure, however, within-group analyses demon-

strated that the covert group's significant reduction in

subjective anxiety was principally in the no-stress phase.

Thus, the covert groups demonstrated significant reduc-

tions on both physiological and subjective anxiety measures

during no-stress conditions. It should be noted that only

the covert group produced significantly lower anxiety scores

than the other treatment conditions. A demand characteristics

explanation would have predicted all three cue-control methods

to achieve significant anxiety score reductions as subjective

measures are more easily influenced. In fact, Reinking and

Kohl (1975), employing a near identical subjective assessment

device as the present study (same 1-10 scale), found that EMG

biofeedback, Wolpe-Jacobson relaxation training, and no-treat-

ment all produced significant reductions in subjective relaxa-

tion independent of EMG changes.
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Considering Reinking and Kohl's (1975) data in conjunc-

tion with the fact that all three cue-control techniques in

the present study were presented as having clinical utility,

it seems unlikely that demand characteristics would have

operated so specifically for the covert group. In addition,

it is also believed that subjects' expectancy to change would

have been higher in the overt and covert-overt groups due to

the specialized instrument (metronome) used, though this

was not assessed.

It seems entirely possible, however, that anxiety scores

in the present study accurately reflected cognitive relaxa-

tion rather than specific forehead muscle tension. Low

correlations between subjective and physiological measures,

to be detailed later, provide empirical support for this

contention. Thus, the differential cue-control group response

to the subjective measure may be attributable to the cognitive

treatment element employed exclusively in the covert group

(subvocalized cue-word). Though the covert-overt group utilized

both cue modes and exhibited no significant pre- to post change,

the cognitive treatment element's contribution to anxiety

score results is confounded and cannot be assessed. Reinking

and Kohl's (1975) failure to find a differential treatment

response on the subjective measure may have been a function

of their design. That is, none of the author's treatment

groups employed a cognitive relaxation strategy.
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Generally, the findings regarding a significant pre-

to post subjective anxiety reduction for the covert group

under no-stress conditions are compatible with all research

reviewed employing a similar cue-control paradigm. Direct

comparisons of results are difficult, however, as many of

these investigations are clinical case studies employing

various standardized measures of self-report anxiety.

As with the physiological dependent measure (mean EMG

mV), the overt group failed to yield a significant anxiety

score rediction during the no-stress phases. These find-

ings are incompatible with two studies employing a metronome-

conditioned relaxation procedure which showed significant

reductions on self-report anxiety (Delprato & Dekraker, 1976;

Ray & Morphy, 1975). At least three important methodological

factors, however, mitigate against contrasting these authors'

data with the present study (clinical case study design,

length of treatment, and combined treatment elements). While

Ray and Morphy employed systematic desensitization in conjunc-

tion with metronome-conditioned relaxation in their 9 session

(5-month) treatment regarding urinary retention, Delprato and

Dekraker utilized both cue modes sequentially (metronome then

cue word "calm") in their 10 session (10-week) treatment in-

volving test anxiety.

The covert-overt group exhibited similar results to the

overt group regarding anxiety scores in the no-stress condi-

tion (mean differences of .4 and .2 respectively). While the

combination of cue modes seemed to facilitate a reduction of
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physiological anxiety in contrast to the marked ineffective-

ness of the overt group during no stress (see Table 2 and

Figure 1), such was not the case regarding subjective anxiety

(see Table 5 and Figure 2). Thus, the functional treatment

components) in the covert group ("cognitive" element) did

not enhance or "offset" the ineffectiveness of the metronome-

only group regarding the anxiety score measure.

None of the cue-controlled groups achieved significant

anxiety score reductions under stress though both groups

employing the metronome yielded very nearly significant dif-

ferences (p = .06 for the overt group; p = .053 for covert-

overt group). The latter seems particularly noteworthy in

view of the ineffectiveness of these groups on subjective

anxiety under conditions of no stress.

Under stress conditions induced by actual test taking,

Marchetti et al., (1977) found cue-controlled relaxation

(analogous to covert group) similarly inert in producing

reductions on three separate measures of subjective anxiety.

In fact, the authors reported that their pseudotherapy

(control) group was statistically superior to cue-control

in decreasing test anxiety on one measure (S-R Inventory

of Anxiousness - Exam Form). The previous methodological

criticisms, however, leveled at the data of Marchetti et al.

regarding the physiological measures may apply to subjective

anxiety as well (brief 4-minute duration of anxiety assess-

ment in conjunction with the relevance of moderate, functional

levels of arousal).
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In summary, regarding the covert group, the present

findings are compatible with most research on cue-controlled

relaxation employing a similar paradigm. Though several

studies are discrepant with the results of this investigation,

important methodological considerations undermine the clarity

of cross-study comparisons.

While the covert group demonstrated success on both

physiological and subjective anxiety measures, this method's

effectiveness was inhibited under stress conditions as as-

sessed in the present study. The efficacy of the covert group

on both measures is particularly noteworthy in view of Liebert

and Morris's (1967) previously discussed distinction between

the worry (cognitive-anxiety scores) and emotional (autonomic-

EMG mV) components of anxiety. From these authors' perspective,

cognitive anxiety seems to be at least as important if not

more so than autonomic reactions regarding their respective

relevance to performance or behavior. Similarly, attribu-

tion research implies the necessity of subjective perceptions

of relaxation as relevant to successful treatment outcome

independent of physiological indices of anxiety (Davison,

Tsujimoto, & Glaros, 1973; Davison & Valins, 1968, 1969).

Further empirical support suggesting that physiological

indices of anxiety may be relatively independent of cognitive

measures concerning the relaxation response is derived from

research showing meditators to actually yield higher physio-

logical levels of arousal (under both stress and no-stress

conditions) than relaxation controls (Elson et al., 1977;

Goleman & Schwartz, 1976).
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As related to the present study, research reviewed pre-

viously suggested that applied relaxation techniques were

more effective than traditional deconditioning therapies

(systematic desensitization) regarding subjective (cognitive)

anxiety. The covert group's differential effectiveness on

the subjective measure is in keeping with these findings

regarding applied relaxation techniques.

Whereas the covert group's findings support the efficacy

of cue-controlled relaxation employing a subvocalized cue,

determining the functional treatment component(s) of the

procedure remains conjectural. Although "slow, relaxed

breathing" may have contributed to the overall significance

of the results, all three cue-controlled groups employed this

treatment strategy. In view of the overt group's marked

ineffectiveness, it seems unlikely that the breathing com-

ponent accounted for the differential outcome.

In view of the limited number of relaxation/cue pairings,

a conditioning explanation seems equally untenable in account-

ing for the present results even though the primary proponents

of cue-controlled relaxation espouse such a theoretical model

(Russell & Sipich, 1973; 1974). These authors, however,

traditionally employed a minimum of 5 weekly sessions in con-

junction with daily homework in their treatment program, while

the present study utilized a single training session. Though

plausible regarding their paradigm, a conditioning explanation

appears inapplicable to the present design.
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An important parameter that relates to specifying the

active treatment element(s) concerns the generalizability

of relaxation effects. Several studies employing various

relaxation techniques have demonstrated significant pre- to

post reductions on physiological and subjective anxiety

measures following a single, brief training session (Elson

et al., 1977; Goleman & Schwartz, 1976; Miller & Bornstein,

1977; Paul, 1969d). While these studies evaluated treatment

outcome immediately after posttraining, the present study

assessed relaxation effects 24 hours later. Though Ewing

(1978) achieved comparable success to that of the covert

group employing a similar design as the present study,

considerable procedural variation between his experimental

and control groups mitigates against speculation regarding

the functional treatment component(s). A potentially crit-

ical question, then, is: what element(s) in the covert group

allowed for differential success 24 hours posttreatment which

was apparently absent in the overt group?

With breathing and conditioning factors apparently

ruled out, the most plausible theoretical account must

consider the exclusive self-produced subvocal cue of the

covert group. From this perspective, two previously re-

viewed theoretical formulations involving self-produced

cognitive activity may independently, or conjointly, explain

the success of the covert group. That is, Meichenbaum's

(1973) cognitive replacement strategy or the impact of
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attributional processes (Davison, Tsujimoto, & Glaros, 1973;

Davison & Valins, 1968, 1969; Goldfried, 1971; Zenmore, 1975).

In providing further support for the cognitive subvocal

component as being the principal active ingredient in cue-

controlled relaxation, note what Benson et al. (1977)

consider to be four essential components of the relaxation

response: "a quiet environment; decreased muscle tone; a

mental device, i.e., a sound, word or phrase repeated silently

or audibly; and a passive attitude" p. 442). From the same

"meditational" perspective as the above authors, Goleman and

Schwartz (1976) also point out that a key component in

achieving the relaxation response entails the use of a cue-

word, much like a mantra in meditation, to facilitate self-

regulation of attention. Empirical support for this conten-

tion is derived from Traynham (1977) who found that experi-

mental meditation, which included breathing out concommitant

with subvocalizing the word "one," was superior to EMG feed-

back on physiological and subjective relaxation measures.

The extent to which either of the above cognitive

explanations (i.e., cognitive replacement strategy, attribu-

tional processes, or meditational effects) is favored regarding

the covert group's success is speculative. It seems desirable,

however, that future research investigating the "working" in-

gredients of cue-controlled relaxation should ferret out the

more relevant of these competing cognitive explanations.
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In summary regarding the overt group, the present findings

show cue-controlled relaxation employing a miniaturized

metronome to be equally ineffective concerning pre- to post

reductions on both physiological and subjective relaxation

measures. Slopes for the EMG and anxiety score data provide

further graphic evidence (see Figure 1 and 2). These results

were consistent under conditions of no-stress as well as

stress. However, in comparison to the marked absence of

treatment effects on physiological and subjective measures

during no-stress conditions, paradoxically, the overt group

achieved near significant reductions on both measures under

stress.

Whereas most metronome-conditioned relaxation (MCR)

studies previously discussed utilized neither physiological

nor subjective anxiety measures, two studies reviewed did

evidence significant reductions on self-report anxiety.

Although these findings are incompatible with the present

results, methodological variation makes across-study contrasts

unfeasible.

In summary regarding the covert-overt group, the results

are generally similar to the overt group findings, that is,

nonsignificant. Though combining the cue modes appeared

to facilitate the metronome's effectiveness in reducing EMG

under no stress, this enhancement effect was not evidenced

for the anxiety scores. Importantly, however, under no

conditions (no-stress and stress phases; mean EMG and anxiety

score measures) were treatment effects significantly improved
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in a cumulative fashion by employing both cue modes beyond the

effects of the covert group alone. If anything, it appears

that the addition of the covert cue may have "offset" the

ineffectiveness of the external (metronome) cue, specifically

as related to the EMG measure under no stress.

The negative results of the overt and covertDvert

groups, particularly the former, call into question the

functional components of MCR procedures. Although Brady's

(1973) MCR paradigm differs from the present study regarding

two important methodological dimensions (e.g., he employs

progressive muscle relaxation induction and utilizes numerous

training sessions), the Russell & Sipich (1973, 1974) cue-

controlled relaxation (CCR) format differs likewise concern-

ing these two parameters. Therefore, the differential

effectiveness obtained in the present study regarding the

covert (analogous to CCR) and overt (analogous to MCR)

groups appears to indicate that the metronome is an inef-

fective cue in facilitating either physiological or subjective

relaxation. Whereas Brady might contend that an insufficient

number of conditioning trials had been employed, in view of

the present data, it seems equally plausible that the metronome

in this MCR therapy is not a key functional treatment component.

An alternative explanation concerning the role of Brady's

(1973) metronome in facilitating relaxation is suggested by

the overt group's previously noted paradoxical no-stress-stress

results. It seems highly possible that the metronome in the
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present study did not facilitate relaxation per se but only

provided an external distraction for the overt group while

viewing the stress films. Subjects' self-reports subsequent

to the final session did, in fact, reveal their perceiving the

metronome as "distracting" during the film while "intrusive"

and "bothersome" during no stress. Only one subject in the

overt group reported the metronome as relaxing under no-stress

conditions whereas the others maintained it interfered with

their ability to relax. Thus, rather than serving as a con-

ditioned relaxation cue as Brady maintains, the metronome may

indirectly facilitate relaxation by "distracting" subjects

from either external stress stimuli or their own anxiety-

evoking cognitions.

Research supporting this "distraction" hypothesis is

provided by Boggs et al. (1973) who noted significant GSR

decreases in 11 of 12 subjects after only 10 minutes exposure

to a "special class of white noise" (p. 267). The authors

postulate three explanations for their results including

diversion of attention, masking of covert verbal behavior,

and suggestion effects. Regarding the present study, as the

overt group approached significance only under stress

conditions, suggestion effects are unlikely to have operated

so dichotomously.

As with cue-controlled relaxation employing a self-

produced subvocal cue, it seems feasible, in view of the

above, that a cognitive explanation is perhaps more relevant
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in accounting for reported MCR effects than a conditioning

model. Future comparative outcome studies are needed,

however, before such contentions become other than mere

speculation.

Finally, corollary data of this research concerned the

relationships between physiological and subjective anxiety-

relaxation measures across experimental phases. Correlation

coefficients progressively increased from phase one through

phase three, eventually resulting in a significant relation-

ship between mean EMG mV and anxiety scores (r = .009, r =

.22, and r = .52 respectively). Thus, it would appear that

initially the measures may have reflected different indices

of anxiety. Instructions regarding the subjective measure

were worded in an effort to have subjects rate broad, over-

all feelings of anxiety or muscle tension or both--not specific

to just frontalis muscles. Although this may have been

operative at first, across phases the distinctness between

measures appears to have diminished.

Reinking and Kohl (1975) evidenced similar correlation

increases (r = .38 and r = .57 respectively) from baseline

through 12 biofeedback training sessions employing EMG mV

and an almost identical (1-10 scale) subjective measure

of anxiety. The authors note that apparently the increasing

correlations represent subjects' improving ability to perceive

and discriminate the internal cues reflecting autonomic arousal

(i.e., a practice effect). Thus, in the present study, despite
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subjects being cued regarding the content of their subjective

anxiety judgements, it seems that the use of biofeedback for

all treatment groups eventually contributed to their focusing

on internal physiological cues and ignoring cognitive ones.

Although the correlation in the fourth phase of the present

study dropped markedly (r = .23), the differential subject

responses to the stressor may have served to increase the

variance between EMG and anxiety measures. That is, the

latter measure may have more specifically reflected cognitive

stress.

In summary, three varients of cue-controlled relaxation

employing different cue modes were contrasted via physiological

and subjective measures of anxiety-relaxation under no-stress

and stress conditions. Within the limitations of one training

session, the technique utilizing a subvocalized cue word

(covert group) demonstrated the only significant treatment

effects on both dependent measures, although only under

no-stress conditions. As with other forms of applied

relaxation, covert cue-control appears to be effective

with both cognitive and autonomic anxiety components. These

findings are in agreement with previous research employing

a similar cue-control paradigm with the exception of one

study showing treatment success under conditions of stress

(Ewing & Hughes, 1978). Methodological variation, however,

mitigates against cross-study comparisons.
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Likely explanations regarding the active treatment

components involve a "cognitive replacement strategy" and/or

attributional processes. Effects analogous to using a mantra

in meditation may also have contributed to treatment efficacy.

As this mode of cue-control was the most efficient of

the three methods assessed concerning procedural simplicity

and instrumentation, clinicians are advised to explore the

use of this cost-efficient technique. This seems particularly

relevant in view of its added advantages over systematic

desensitization (i.e., procedural simplicity, no hierarchy

construction, involves no imagery, not limited to specific

anxiety-evoking stimuli, deals with autonomic and cognitive

anxiety components).

The overt cue-controlled group did not yield significant

treatment effects on either dependent measure under stress

or no-stress conditions. However, paradoxical results

contrasting no-stress and stress phases, in addition to

subjects' reports, suggested a distraction effect as

being potentially responsible for reported positive clinical

outcomes employing metronome-conditioned relaxation.

The covert-overt cue-controlled group proved similarly

ineffective as the overt group (nonsignificant results)

except for a near significant difference on the mean EMG

measure under no stress. Combining the cue modes, however,

resulted in no enhanced treatment effects beyond those yield-

ed by the covert group alone.
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Before any definitive conclusions can be drawn regarding

the differential efficacy of the cue-control methods contrast-

ed in this research, several parameters are in need of further

investigation in order to assess their impact on the results.

First, although modest differential treatment effects were

yielded in the present study with only one training session,

future research should employ sessions as an independent

variable to more effectively evaluate treatment variation

between the two cue-controlled modes. All clinical studies

reviewed employing metronome-conditioned relaxation (MCR--

analogous to overt group) and cue-controlled relaxation (CCR--

analogous to covert group) utilized several training sessions,

often including between-session homework assignments as well.

The potential effect of increased sessions seems particularly

relevant as the primary proponents of both cue-controlled

methods (CCR and MCR) espouse a conditioning explanation

regarding treatment effects. Moreover, assessing treatment

outcome variance attributable to sessions would provide added

clarity regarding competing hypotheses as related to the

functional components of either cue-controlled relaxation

procedure (e.g., cognitive replacement strategies, atributional

processes, meditation effects, distraction effects, or

conditioning).

Second, future research should also attempt to evaluate

the contribution of demand characteristics and expetancy

effects on treatment outcome. Many researchers employing

various applied relaxation techniques include a self-control
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rationale in their instructions in order to enhance treat-

ment efficacy (Goldfried & Trier, 1974; Zeisset, 1968;

Zenmore, 1975). By contrasting a self-control rationale

with no such rational within both cue-control methods

(e.g., a crossed expectancy design a'la Borkovec, 1973),

treatment variance attributable to self-control demand

characteristics may be partitioned from other active treat-

ment components.

Likewise for expectancy effects, additional research is

needed to ferret out the influence of procedure credibility

regarding outcome on physiological and subjective measures.

Though the overt group would seemingly evoke higher credi-

bility ratings due to utilization of the sophisticated

miniaturized metronome, such expectancy effects were not

assessed in the present study. A counterbalanced design

in which an equal number of credibility ratings are obtained

from subjects during the experiment, at termination, and at

follow-up might allow for controlled investigation of the

credibility effects on outcome.

Third, further laboratory analog research as in the

present study should attempt to evaluate treatment outcome

under more realistic conditions. That is, rather than have

subjects employ a cue-controlled procedure during an entire

posttraining session (20-minutes), it may be more natural

and possibly efficacious for subjects to utilize a technique

at varying intervals (e.g., 4 minutes "on", 4 minutes "off").
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Alexander et al. (1977) have found such a cycling procedure

less irritating to subjects than extended periods of a

biofeedback stimulus (20 to 30 minutes). Contrasting the

effects of different posttraining strategies on treatment

outcome would also provide relevant data concerning active

treatment elements. That is, contingent on the number of

training sessions, a conditioning model would predict cue

extinction over a protracted posttraining period whereas

other explanations (e.g., meditation model) would call for

enhanced treatment effects.

Fourth, application of the present paradigm contrasting

covert and overt cue modes must be extended to clinical

populations. Although parallel clinical research has shown

both CCR and MCR to be effective treatments for a variety

of clinical symptoms, their differential effectiveness has

not been evaluated in comparative outcome studies. It seems

imperative that such a comparative clinical study include

both physiological and subjective anxiety/relaxation

measures in order to show that the treatment effects of

cue-controlled relaxation techniques are actually accompanied

by and possibly attributable to increases in physiological

and/or subjective relaxation. The only clinical study

investigating cue-controlled relaxation to employ both

physiological and subjective anxiety measures found cue-

control no more effective than two control groups on both

measures (Marchetti et al., 1977). In the present study,

noting the marked variance between the overt group's
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ineffectiveness under no-stress conditions and near sig-

nificant effects in the stress phase suggests the possibility

that comparative treatment outcome employing a clinical

population (high anxious subjects) may reflect more positively

on an HCR type procedure.

Fifth, future comparative outcome research in cue-

controlled relaxation should also attempt to control for two

potentially confounding procedural issues previously discussed

as related to assessing treatment effects under no-stress

and stress conditions. Analog studies employing within-lab

evaluation under no-stress conditions should be particularly

sensitive to variations in treatment effects attributable to

"sleep" artifact. Also, future analog and clinical researchers

may wish to assess differential treatment effects under stress

conditions in a more realistic functional manner by analyzing

poststress habituation responses as opposed to physiological

and/or subjective arousal under stress.

Finally, whereas the present study employed EMG bio-

feedback as an aide in relaxation induction, future compara-

tive studies regarding cue-controlled relaxation should

investigate the potential of more cost-efficient induction

procedures. Ewing and Hughes (1978) data suggest that EMG

biofeedback is a more effective (although more costly) mode

of achieving muscle relaxation contrasted with a Jacobsonian

procedure within a cue-controlled relaxation paradigm. How-

ever, other research concludes that EMG feedback is no more
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effective in producing significant reductions in muscle

tension and subjective anxiety than "self-relaxation"

(Alexander et al., 1977; Beiman et al., 1978). The latter

studies do not reflect negatively concerning the efficacy

of cue-controlled relaxation per se. They do, however,

imply that the simplicity and cost efficiency of cue-controlled

relaxation procedures may be enhanced further by the util-

ization of such readily applicable induction techniques as

self-relaxation.

In conclusion, within the experimental boundaries of the

present research paradigm, cue-controlled relaxation employing

a subvocalized cue exhibited the only significant treatment

effects. Further investigation, however, is essential in

order to assess the impact of a number of variables before

definitive conclusions can be drawn regarding the differential

efficacy of cue mode type (covert or overt). It is anticipated

that the results of such future research will provide added

clarity in relation to not only the clinical superiority

of one cue mode versus the other, but also contribute to in-

creased knowledge regarding the theoretical relevance of

differing explanations for "cue" effects within cue-controlled

relaxation.
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Appendix A

Biofeedback Research Notice

Wanted

Students to participate in research on various forms of

biofeedback-assisted cue-controlled relaxation training and

their effects on physiological and subjective states of arousal.

You will be exposed to two 20-minute film segments involving

traffic accidents once during each of two sessions which may

increase your level of anxiety and muscle tension. You will

be given the opportunity to learn a relaxation technique

which may help you reduce anxiety and muscle tension in future

stressful situations.

Your participation will involve a maximum of two separate

sessions of 120 minutes and 60 minutes respectively for a

total of 3 hours. These sessions must be consecutive. That

, is, if your 1st session is Monday, you must sign up for your

2nd session on Tuesday. The same goes for Thursday and Friday.

Place: Forest Glen Mental Health Center - North West end of

building; upstairs door labeled "Clinical Research

Laboratory." Sign up for a time below.
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Appendix B

Orientation and Purpose of the Research

The present experiment concerns which of three different

variations of cue-controlled relaxation is the most effective

in helping subjects to reduce their muscle tension and/or

subjective anxiety. Cue-controlled relaxation is a promis-

ing new technique which is being used to treat a variety of

anxiety related disorders. Training typically involves two

steps: (1) training subjects in deep muscle relaxation and

(2) repeatedly associating the relaxed state with either an

overtly or a covertly produced cue. It is assumed that

through repeated pairings, the cue functions as a conditioned

stimulus and elicits or facilitates relaxation. This re-

search will utilize auditory biofeedback of your level of

muscle tension in order to assist you in becoming as relaxed

as possible. So that I may determine your level of muscle

tension throughout the experiment, it will be necessary to

place a band of harmless electrodes on your forehead.

This research will involve a maximum of two sessions of

approximately 120 minutes and 60 minutes respectively. Dur-

ing each session you will be exposed to a 20-minute film

involving traffic accidents which may increase your anxiety

level and muscle tension. Because of individual differences
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Appendix B--Continued

in levels of muscle tension, I may not be able to use you

for this research. You will be notified of this during the

first 25 minutes of the experiment or before. Do you have

any questions?
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Appendix C

Introduction of the Electromyogram

The equipment that you see here is an electromyograph.

It is used to detect muscle produced electrical activity in

your forehead muscle group. The equipment is designed so

that electrical activity that your body produces can travel

from electrodes that are placed on your forehead to the

apparatus. It is designed with safety features to prevent

the possibility that you could receive an electric shock.

You will in no way experience anything that is harmful.
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Appendix D

Informed Consent Form

I, _hereby give consent to Hardy

Dial to perform or supervise the following investigational

procedure or treatment: biofeedback training utilizing

electronic instruments to monitor physiological responses

(muscle tension), and in some cases the possible induction

of increased anxiety or muscle tension by use of 2 films

on traffic safety which involve auto accidents. I under-

stand that this investigation does not involve either medical

diagnosis or medical treatment and that it is suggested that

I consult a physician and receive a medical opinion concerning

my present symptoms.

I have (seen, heard) a clear explanation and understand

the nature and purpose of the procedure or treatment; possible

appropriate alternative procedures that would be advantageous

to me (him, her); and the attendant discomforts or risks in-

volved and the possibility of complications which might arise.

I have (seen, heard) a clear explanation and understand the

benefits to be expected. I understand that the procedure or

treatment to be performed is investigational and that I may

withdraw my consent for my (his, her) status. With my under-

standing of this, having received this information and
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Appendix D--Continued

satisfactory answers to the questions I have asked, I volun-

tarily consent to the procedure or treatment designated in the

paragraph above.

Date

SIGNED: SIGNED:

Witness Subject

or

SIGNED: SIGNED:

Witness Person Responsible

Relationship

Instructions to person authorized to sign:

If the subject is not competent, the person responsible

shall be the legal appointed guardian or legally authorized

representative. If the subject is a minor under 18 years of

age, the person responsible is the mother or father or legally

appointed guardian. If the subject is unable to write his

name, the following is legally acceptable: John H. (his X

mark) Doe and two witnesses.
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Appendix E

Explanation and Instructions for Pretraining
in Self-directed Relaxation

Because your level of muscle tension was sufficiently

high while you were reading, training in cue-controlled

relaxation may be of some benefit. First, however, I would

like to give you a chance to demonstrate what skills you

may already possess for reducing the muscle tension of your

body. The majority of people can decrease their muscle

tension. Decreasing muscle tension is possible if you con-

centrate on your muscles and try to relax them. You may

find, however, that focusing on certain pleasant images is

more helpful. Reducing bodily muscle tension is indicative

of changes in motor unit activity and is associated with a

lowered arousal level in the body. Thus, when you are learn-

ing to make your body more relaxed, you are making it less

likely that you will feel anxious and uptight. For the next

20 minutes then, use any skills you may have plus those hints

I have given you for becoming as relaxed as you can. The only

restrictions are that you must remain awake with your eyes

open.
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Appendix F

Instructions for Self-directed Relaxation
While Under Stress

During the next 20 minutes you are to watch the film

clip I am about to present which deals with the physical

destruction and injury that accompanies traffic accidents.

While you may experience some anxiety and an increase in

your level of muscle tension, it is important that you

watch the film with eyes open for the entire time period.

In order to decrease your muscle tension and to become as

relaxed as possible, use those skills, or any others you

can think of, which you previously used during the last

20 minutes. You may do anything you wish to make yourself

relaxed. Remember, however, that you must watch the film

with eyes open.
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Appendix G

Metronome Instructions

As you have been assigned to the Overt (or Covert/Overt)

cue-control condition, it will now be necessary for you to

wear this miniaturized metronome behind your ear. The

volume and pulse rate have been preset, however, here is the

on/off control (experimenter demonstrates) which you will

be instructed to use as the cue-control training begins.
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Appendix H

Instructions for Cue- ontrolled Relaxation
While Under Stress

During the next 20 minutes you are to watch the film

clip I am about to present which deals with the same topic

as before. While you may experience some anxiety and an

increase in your level muscle tension, it is important

that you watch the film for the entire period. In order

to decrease your muscle tension and to become as relaxed

as possible, use those same cue-control relaxation skills

you previously used during the last 20 minutes. Other

subjects like yourself have used such cue-controlled re-

laxation techniques to overcome anxiety when exposed to

electric shock. Remember, you must watch the film with

eyes open.
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Appendix I

Anxiety and Tension Thermometer

The rating scale below resembles a thermometer with 10

different levels of anxiety or tension. Indicate the level

of anxiety or tension you are currently experiencing by

writing in a number from 1 through 10 in the blanks below.

10-- High

9--

8--

7--

6--

5--

4--

3--

2--

1-- Low(--

#2 #3Trial #1 #4
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Appendix J

Raw Data for Each of Four Dependent Measures by

Subject and Group Across Experimental Phases

Mean EMG Levels Latency to Criterion
(microvolts) (minutes)

Sj. Gp. Pre Pre Post Post Pre Pre Post Post
# # NS S NS S NS S NS S

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Pre
Post

Sj
Gp.
Gp.

6.0
13.1
9.2
6.1
9.0
6.2

12.2
7.0

10.0
6.4
6.8
6.0
9.3
6.0
6.3
9.3
6.3
6.0
9.8
8.6
6.6
8.2

24.4
7.1
8.7

12.3
9.2

20.3
7.0
7.4

NS =

NS =
.# =
#1 =
#3 =

10.3
20.2
8.9
8.7

13.2
8.7

18.5
16.0
10.3
13.0
10.7
7.1

15.9
6.9
7.4

11.4
7.7
9.3

19.8
9.7
9.6
9.1

32.9
7.2

11.6
14.4
12.6
20.6
10.1
14.8

6.0
4.6
3.8
4.5
5.3
4.2
8.8
4.8
7.3
5.2
5.2
5.5
6.8
5.7
3.8

12.2
4.8
7.5

11.7
9.4
5.8
4.7

24.9
5.5
8.9

10.0
10.2
14.6

7.3
4.6

18.6
7.5
6.1
5.7

10.8
5.1

14.7
14.6
6.7
9.6
6.5
8.7

10.7
5.9
5.8

11.7
5.7

11.9
16.8
9.4
8.2
7.1

35.6
6.2

12.8
11.2
11.6
16.8
12.0
10.7

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

20
20
19
17
20
20
20
19
20
20
20
20
20
20
11
20
20
20
20
20
18
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

Pretraining No-stress Phase
Posttraining No-stress Phase
Subject Number
Covert Cue-control
Covert/Overt Cue-control
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Time Under Criterion Subjective
(minutes) Anxiety Scores

Pre Pre Post Post Pre Pre Post Post Sj.
NS S NS S NS S NS S #

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Pre S
Post S

Gp. #
Gp. #2
Sj. #

0
0
1
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
1
2
4
4
2
2
3
5
4
2
1
4
4
1
4
3
3
3
3
2
7
2
7

6
3
3
5
3
2

4
6
4
7
2
3
9
5
4
6
4
4
8
7
6
7
2
7
7

10
6
7
6
8
8
6
6
8
4
7

2
1
1
3
1
1
4
2
2
2
1
2
3
3
1
4
4
2
2
4
3
5
5
4
5
4
2

4
2
2

3
3
5
6
3
4
2
6
2
4
3
6
5
7
3
6
2
5
6
9
7
5
6
6
6
5
6
6
4
7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Pretraining Stress Phase
Posttraining Stress Phase
Group Number
Overt Cue-control
Subject Number

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1O4
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Appendix L

DIFFERENCE SCORE (EMG MV) REFLECTING PRETRAINING
STRESS MINUS PRETRAINING NO-STRESS PHASES

FOR SUBJECTS BY GROUP AND FILM

Group One Group Two Group Three

Film 1 Film 2 Film 1 Film 2 Film 1 Film 2

7.1 4.3 3.3 1.4 8.5 .9
-.3 3.6 1.1 2.1 .1 3.4
2.5 4.2 6.6 .9 3.0 2.1
6.3 9.0 3.9 1.1 3.1 2.9
6.6 .3 1.1 10.0 .3 7.4

Means 4.4 4.3 3.2 3.1 3.0 3.3

Group One =
Group Two =

Group Three =

Covert Cue-Control
Overt Cue-Control
Covert/Overt Cue-Control

Film 1 = "Signal 30"
Film 2 = "Mechanized Death"
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